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Résumé
En contrôlant le ratio tensioactif/monornère, des particules de microgel
thermosensible de différentes tailles ont été synthétisées par polymérisation en émulsion.
Nous avons observé qu’un arrangement colloïdal cristallin se forme lors de variations
contrôlées de température. Certaines de ces particules ont été enduites d’une couche de
polymère réticulé non-thermosensible de poly(acrylamide) et de poly(N,N-dirnéthyl
acrylamide) ou thermosensible de poly(N,N-diéthyl acrylamide) et de poly(N-isopropyl
acrylamide) afin d’obtenir une ou deux températures de transition dans le réseau
colloïdal cristallin. En utilisant la théorie de Flory, les phénomènes de diffraction et de
gonflement peuvent être expliqués en termes des énergies de mélange et élastique.
L’influence sur la diffraction du changement de pH et de la force ionique du milieu a
été étudiée afin d’évaluer le potentiel de ces matériaux comme capteurs.
Des microsphères conchoïdales (avec noyacix centraux) ont aussi été synthétisées.
Ces microsphères sont constituées d’un noyau chimiquement réticulé et d’une
enveloppe ‘chevelue’. Le noyau est formé de poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide-co-styrène)
alors que la couche externe est formée de poly(N,N-diéthyl acrylamide), de poly(N
isopropyl acrylamide) ou de poly(N-isopropyl methaciylamide). Grâce à la microscopie
électronique à transmission et à la diffusion dynamique de la lumière, le gonflement et
la morphologie de ces microsphères ont pu être étudiés. Celles portant une couche de
polymère thermosensible présentent une contraction (rétricissement) en deux étapes
avec la température.
Par la formation de liaisons covalentes entre la biotine et les particules
thermosensibles, une étude par spectroscopie de fluorescence des interactions avec
l’avidine et la streptavidine démontre une réponse suffisante pour envisager des
applications comme biocapteurs.
Mots-clés: Cristal colloïdal; Microgel; Diffusion de la lumière; Particule; Biotine
avidine; Capteurs.
ABSTRACT
Thermosensitive microgel particles were synthesized via ernulsion polymerization
and the in size was controfled by vaiying the concentrations of monorners and surfactant.
The thermo-responsive and soft particles fomied colloidal crystalline array (CCA)
through a simple temperature cycling procedure. The CCAs were ernbedded in both
cross-linked nonthermosensitive matrices of polyacrylarnide and poly(N,N-dirnethyl
acrylamide) and thermosensitive poly(N,N-diethyl acrylamide) and poly(N-isopropyl
aciylamide) to fabricate films of polymerized colloidal crystalline aiiays (PCCAs) with
single and doubly thermosensitivities, respectively. Their temperature dependent
diffraction behavior was investigated to reveal the sweÏling properties ofthe gels, which
were interpreted by classical Flory’s polymer theories. The combination of mixing and
elastic energies affected the swelling properties of polyrnerized colloidal crystalline
arrays. Finally, ionic strength and pH effects on the CCA diffraction behavior were
studied.
These core-sheli microspheres are composed of chemically cross-linked poly(N
propyl aciylamide-co-styrene) with different styrene contents as a core and haiîy
poly(N,N-diethyl acrylamide), poly(N-isopropyl acrylarnide) and poly(N-isopropyl
rnethaciylamide) as shefls. The morphologies and swelling properties of the core and
core-sheli microspheres were investigated by means of transmission electron
microscopy, optical transmission and dynamic light scattering. The core-shell
microspheres display a temperature-dependent two-step shrinking behavior.
The thermosensitive microgel particles were biotinylated and their interactions
with avidin and streptavidin were studied by fluorescence spectroscopies. The results
showed that the microgel particles could respond to the presence of avidin or
streptavidin, which may have potential applications as biosensors.
Keywords: Colloidal crystal; Microgel; Light diffraction; Particle; Biotin-avidin; Sensor.
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1. General Introduction
1.1. Stimuli-responsive polymers
Stimuli-responsive polymers have been investigated extensively for the
development of “smart” materials for their potential applications in the controlled
transport and delivery of active substances, such as dntgs, in biotechnology, medicine,
pharmacy or cosmetics.’ The term ‘stimuli-responsive’ implies remarkable changes of
certain properties induced by an external stimulus. In the strict sense, the induced
property changes should be reversible if the stimulus is suppressed or released, or if a
second ‘reverse’ stimulus is applied. Many types of stimuli are theoretically useful, but
the choice is limited for practical reasons. In aqueous systems, stimuli-sensitive systems
are generally aimed to change the hydrophilic character of a functional group to a
hydrophobic one, or vice versa.2 Both chemical and physical stimuli (which may be
coupled) can be employed for this purpose. Chemical stimuli include for instance acid
base reactions, complexation, redox, electrochemical reactions, and photochemical
reactions. Physical stimuli comprise changes in pH-value, ionic strength, temperature,
pressure, light, and electrical or magnetic fields.3 Photochernical reactions and redox
reactions have also been considered alternatively for applications as switches in aqueous
media.4’4 However, good stability and reversibility in combination with marked
changes of the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance are hard to achieve simultaneously.
Particularly, most organic redox systems are chemically sensitive to oxygen from air or
to good nucleophiles (like water) in one of the two oxidation states, thus hampering
their applications severely. Due to the lack of stability and reversibility, the research
interest has moyeU to the simplest systems driven by pH and temperature.
I . 1 . I. pH-sensitive polymers
One of the simplest stimuli-responsive polymers is based on acid-base reactions or
on pH changes. Typical examples are polymeric amines or polymeric carboxylic acids,
which by protonation/deprotonation become charged or neutral, and thus undergo a
pronounced change in their hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity. Poly(4-vinyl pyridine),
poiy(2-vinyi pyridine), poiy(acrylic acid), and poiy(methacrylic acid) and their
copolymers, are wefl-known polymers that can respond to a pH change.’7 For
exampie, poly(4-vinyl pyridine) swells upon a decrease in pH since the protonation of
the pyridinyl groups along the polymer chain leads to increased solubility of the
polymer and repulsive electrostatic forces within the particle (figure 1. lA). The
polymer chain collapses upon deprotonation at bigh pH values. In contrast, polymers
made of (meth)acryiic acid can respond to changes in pH and ionic strength, e.g., at pH
values below 4, precipitation occurs in aqueous solutions due to the protonation of the
carboxylate groups (Figure 1.1 B), which renders the polymers sparsely soluble in water.
Such pH-responsive polymers have an excellent reversibility but oniy for a few
switching cycles. SaIt accumulation while changing the pH (addition of acid or base)
increases the ionic strength of the solution, which can reduce the reversibility and
solubility of the pH—responsive poiymers.’7 Sait accumulation during successive
protonation/deprotonation events can render the polymers insoluble in the system.
• 1 .2. Thermosensitive polymers
Thermosensitive polymers may exhibit a change in solubility upon changes in
temperature. They often possess an upper criticai solution temperature (UCST) or a
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) depending on their chernical structures.
There are a few reports concerning polymers exhibiting a property change on UCST in
aqcteous solutions. I S2O Among polymers showing UCST, poiy(N—acetylacrylamide),
containing the N-substituted acetyl group, is a representative polymer by exhibiting
reversible sol ubi I ity changes in aqueous solution when heating—up and cool ing—down.
The hydrogel prepared from the UCST polymer is known to swell while heated above
the UCST (Figure 1.2A).’8 It is speculated that an interpolymer complex formed by the
mutual association between molecules of the UCST polymer dissociates and turns
solctble with hydration in the heating process. Additives might participate in the
dissociation between polymer chains to change the UCST. Some kinds of interpolymer
complexes were studied by using viscometry and optical measurements.223 However,
the effect of additives on the UCST polymer in aqueous system bas not been studied
widely so far.
pH
A
pH
A
_
B
Figure 1.2. Temperature response of (A) UCST polymer particles and
(B) LCST polymer particles.
The thermal properties of polymers with a LCST have been investigated
extensively.2426 These polyrners possess both hydrophobie and hydrophilic groups. The
balance between hydrophobi city and hydrophilicity determines the LCST properties.
These potymers are soluble or swellaNe below the LCST due to hydrogen bonding in
aqueous medium, while the hydrogen bonds are broken by heating above LCST leading
7:
z_e-
B ,
t
pH
pH
Figure 1.1. pH
poly(acrylic acid).
response of (A) poly(2-vinyl pyridine) and (B)
*1
3
to the precipitation or shrinkage of the polymers in aqueous solutions (Figure Ï .2B). N
Aikyl substituted polyacrylamide and polymethacrylamide are typical examples of
polymers having a LCST (Table 1 .1 )2426 Poly(N-isopmpylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) is
representative of this family of polymers and bas been studied for many potential
applications in the fields of drug delivery,273° biosensing,31’32 chemical separations,3335
36-3S 39-11biomaterials, and catalysis.
Table 1.1. LCST of aqueous solution of N-alkyl substituted
polyacrylamide (PAAm) and polymethacrylamide (PMAm) (copied and
modilied from original in ref. 25).
*CHCH*
R1 R2 ONR1R2 ONR1R2
oc
H H — —
H CH3 — —
CH3 CH3 — —
H CH2CH3 73 —
CH3 C2H5 56-57 —
—N 56 —
- 47 -
C2H5 C2H5 36 —
H CH(CH3)2 32 45
CH3 CH(CH3)2 25 —
H CH2CH2CH3 22 28
CH3 CH2CH2CH3 15 —
-NQ - -
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1.2. Colloidal crystalline arrays (CCA)
There is much interest in the use of photonic crystals to control the propagation of
electromagnetic radiation. The self-assembly of three-dimentional (3-D) CCA is a
process of broad interests due to its applicability in many fieÏds, such as the study of
condensed matter phase behaviors,4245 the fabrication of mesoporous films,4647 and the
development of photonic materials.4858 These CCAs diffract light and prevent its
transmission following the Bragg’s law in a similar way to X-ray diffraction by atomic
crystals. These properties have been applied to the fabrication of chemical and
biological sensors,53 optical waveguides.9 optical switches,’’ and optical fiIters.8
3D-photonic ciystals based on materials such as silica, polystyrene (PS). or
poly(metliyl methacrylate) particles were studied extensively, using sedirnentation or
particle repulsion to generate ordered structures. These techniques typically rely on
nonspecific particle-particle repulsion, which could be short or long range repulsion
forces, to induce order. For short-range repulsion forces (hard sphere interactions),
close-packed crystaïline arrays are typically formed. For example, close packing can be
accomplished through slow particle sedimentation, centrifugation, spin coating,
electrophoretic deposition, sonication, and lateral compression of interface-bound
monolayers. Recause close-packed ordered structure typically involves the
concentration of particles in a confined space, these studies often involve hard spheres
that undergo littie deformation upon packing (Figure 1 .3) 60,6 Long—range interactions
can be exploited to create ordered assemblies. SpecificaÏly, suspended coïloidal spheres
bearing high surface charge densities spontaneously assemble into solvated crystalline
arrays when the solution is rigorously desalted (Figure 1 .4). These rnethods, coupled to
the photopolymerization of a monorner solution surrounding the CCA, have been
exploited by Asher and co-workers to create polyrnerized colloidal ciystalline anays
(PCCA) for optical filtering, switching, and sensing applications.153 However, the
thermosensitive arnphiphilic soft hydrogel microspheres cannot be ordered by using
such approaches, since these particles are too buoyant in water to sediment at an
appreciable rate. Filtration or slow evaporation methods are equalÏy inappropriate
because of die extreme solvation of the particles, which would collapse upon solvent
removal. Lyon and co-workers have dernonstrated that Ïightly cross-linking hydrogel
PNIPAM could forrn colloidal crystalline arrays through concentration by
centrifugation.5557 Their resuits showed that as the effective volume fraction of the
microgel crystals (q5) was decreased by reducing the polymer concentration, the lattice
constant increased and the crystals eventually melted into a fluid phase at eff = 0.49.
When the temperature was raised above the LCST for the component particles, the
effective volume fraction became remarkably small as weIl and the array became a
milky-white, disordered, and free-flowing solution (Figure 1.5). They suggested that
particÏes were compressed together to form c;ystalline aiays by studying the light
diffraction behaviors of samples centrifuged at different temperatures and by
differential interference contrast microscopy.
/
__
o sedimentation
____
figure 1.3. Assernbly of hard particles by slow particle sedirnentation.
+
+
+(Y
— \J Dialysis
+
—— ÷ ÷ Ion exchange resin
+ + —
+ — + Self-assembty
+
Figure 1.4. Assernbly of charged polystyrene (PS) by electrostatic
repulsion (copied and modified from original in ref 51).
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figure 1.5. Assembly of lightly cross-linked, thermosensitive,
uncharged and soft particles.
1.3. Polymerized CCA (PCCA)
h is welI-known that the seÏf-assembly of monodispersed charged particles, such
as Ps,5 .53.62 PNIPAM,2 and poly(methyl methacrylate)44 produces three dimensionally
periodic structures. This phenomenon is primarily due to the electrostatic interactions of
charges at the surface of the particles, coupled to the diffuse counterion cloud (figure
1.4). 1f a monomer solution surrounding the CCA is photopolymerized (Figure 1.6), a
PCCA is generated, as bas been reported by Asher and co-workers for use in optical
fi Iteri ng, switch i ng, and sensing applications.5 l-5362 When charged poly(styrene—co—
styrene scilfonate) CCAs were embedded in PNTPAM matrix, the periodic lattice was
found to change with temperature, while PCCAs fabricated in a PAAm matrix did not
show such a phenomenon. Recently, it was found that Iightly cross—linked
thermosensitive particles, displaying LCSTs, could form CCAs spontaneously via a
simple temperature cycling process.5557’6364 The CCAs formed diffracted a wide range
of wavelengths, depending on the concentration and the sizes of the particles. 1-Iowever,
such “soft” CCA lattices ai-e relatively unstable. For instance, heating the sample above
its LCST qctantitatively breaks the ordered lattice and so does dilution. Therefore, it
appears that PCCAs possess much better thermal, chemical and mechanical stability
than CCAs, as demonstrated by Hu’s work on PCCA films.64 However, the control of
the CCA ordered structure during the matrix formation step remains an issue, especially
in the case of soft CCAs. Lyon and co-workers studied the behaviors of microcomposite
7
hydrogel films composed of lightly cross-linked PNIPAM particles and PNIPAM
matrix.63 However, they could not preserve the ordered structure of the CCAs upon
photopolymerization and the PCCAs they obtained did not show any opalescent
properties.
1.4. Biotin-avidin interaction
1.4.1. Biotin
+
Biotin, or hexahydro-2-oxo-1H-thieno[3,4-d]imidazole-4-pentanoic acid, is a
water-soluble vitarnin belonging to the B-complex, which is found in small quantities in
ail living ceils. It exists in many isomeric forms, but only D-(+)-biotin and its
derivatives are biologically active.
Biotin is synthesized in various bacteria and higher plants.65’66 However, several
microorganisms as well as higlier animals are not capable of synthesizing biotin and
their needs in this vitamin are met by dietary intake.67 In nature, biotin is found either
free or covalently bound to proteins or peptides.68 The structural formulations of biotin
and its main derivatives are shown in Figure 1.7.
+
figure 1.6. Fabrication of PCCA of charged polystyrene (copied and
modified fi’om original in ref. 53).
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HN NH
“°“CH2CH2COOH
HN H
H3 CH2)5COOH
Desthiobiotin
“fltCH2)4CONHtCH2)3CH2çCONH2
N H2
Figure 1.7. Structural formulations ofbiotin and its main derivatives.
The richest dietaiy sources of biotin include liver, kidneys, heart, pancreas,
poultry, egg yolk and milk. Smaller amount is found in plants, rnainly in seeds. The
dietary biotin intake in hurnan being in Western countries has been estimated to be 35 to
70 ig/day, which seems to be absorbed almost completely.68 Biotin is involved in the
biosynthesis of fatty acids, gluconeogenesis, energy production, and the metaboÏisrn of
the amino acids L-leucine, L-isoleucine and L-valine.69 Recent research resuits indicate
Biotin Biotin hydrazide
“U/COOH
Tetranorbiotin Bisnorbiotin
Biotin sol fo\lde Biotin sulfone
Blocytin
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that biotin plays an important role in gene expression and that presurnably it may also
play a role in DNA replication.69’7° Low biotin intake has been studied to resuit in
severe biochemical disorders in animal organisms, such as inhibition of protein and
RNA synthesis, reduced carboxylase activity and antibody production. It has indicated
that biotin is involved in several animal syndromes, such as the avian fatty liver and
kidney syndrome (FLKS) and the “blue siime” disease of salmonids.67’657’ Thus, the
detection ofthe biotin level is very important for diagnosis.
1.4.2. Avidin and streptavidin
The early history ofthe protein avidin is closely related to the discovery, isolation,
and synthesis of biotin. Although avidin accounts for only 0.05 % of the proteins of egg
white, its presence was betrayed by an unusual dermatitis in rats fed with dried egg
white as the sole source ofprotein.
Avidin (Figure 1.8)72 is a basic glycoprotein with its isoelectric point at pH 10. It
is very soluble in water and sait solutions, and it is stable over a wide range of pH and
temperature. Avi din purifled on carboxymethyl cellulose and then ciystallized appears
to contain two or three components when chrornatographied on Amberlite CG-50 resin.
It crystallizes from strong sait solution between pH 5 and 7, but it has not yet been
crystallized in the isoelectric region. In contrast, streptavidin has no carbohydrate, and it
has an acid isoelectric point. Therefore, it is rnuch less soluble in water and can be
crystallized from water or from 50 % isopropanol. Sorne basic properties of avidin and
streptavidin are listed in Table 1
The gene for streptavidin has been cloned and sequenced with the ultirnate objective
that it can be used in general expression systems for detecting and isolating fusion
proteins.7374 It codes for a sequence of 159 amino acids, some 30 residues longer than
avidin and longer than that expected from molecular weight measurements. It was found
that subunits of both low and high molecular weight are present and that the srnallest
one, the main constituent of rnost commercial preparations, is the result of the
processing at both the N and C termini to give “core” streptavidin of 125-127 residues.
It bas a much higher solubility in water than the solubility of unprocessed precursor.
This core is identical at 33 ¾ of its residues to avidin, including the four tiyptophan
10
residues involved in the biotin-binding site. It also resembles avidin in its predicted
secondary structure, predominantly fi strands and bends, and in other features (Table
1 .2). Some commercial preparations contain unprocessed streptavidin, and published
purification rnethods based on iminobiotin columns yields this as the main product.73’74
Table 1.2. Properties of avidin and streptavidin (copied and rnodified
from original in refs. 73 and 74).
Avidin egg . . Avidin eggProperty Streptavidin
white yolk
Amino acid residues 128 125-127 —
Subunit size (Da)
From sequence 15,600 13,400 —
SDS gels 16,400 14,500 19,000
Subunits 4 4 4
Isoelectric pH 10 5-6 4.6
28O (M’cnï’) 24,000 34,000 —
Ar733 (+ biotin) (Mcnij 24,000 8,000 7,000
Fluorescence
7’max (fliTi) 338 (328) — —
r(nsec) 1.8(0.8) — —
Ku biotin (M) (pH 7.25) 0.6x1015 4x1014 1.7x1012
t112 (days) 200 2.9 0.07
8280 1S absorbance coefficient at wavelength of 280 nm. Ar233 is the
difference between in the presence and absence of biotin at wavelength of
233 nm. 2max is the wavelength of the maxmum of fluorescence peak. t is
fluorescence lifetime. Kd is dissociation constant. t112 is half life of
dissociation.
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Two differences between streptavidin and avidin are of some importance.
Streptavidin contains no carbohydrate, and it has a slightly acid isoelectric point (pH 5-
6), which much minimizes non-specific absorption to nucleic acids and negatively
charged ceil membranes. Avidin contains carbohydrate, the heterogeneity of which is
the probable cause ofthe poor quality of avidin crystals.
1.4.3. Biotin-avidin binding
The main common features of biotin binding by both avidin and streptavidin
(Table 1.2) can be summarized briefly. Avidin and streptavidin are stable tetramers with
2-fold symmetry, which can bind up to four molecules of biotin with the binding sites
being arranged in two pairs on the opposite faces of the moÏecuÏe.7374 The stability is
greatly enhanced by biotin binding, since the total free energy of binding is about 330
kJ/mol for each tetramer (Ka = 101 M’).73’74 The dissociation constant for biotin is 50
low that it can be estimated only from the ratio of the rate constants of binding and
exchange using radioactive-labelled techniques. Both avidin and streptavidin are
tetramers of four identical subunits which could be folded into an eight-stranded
antiparallel fl-barrel (Figure 1.8). Within each tetramer, biotin binding sites are located
in a deep pocket in the core of the tetramer by hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
Figure 1.8. Ribbon diagram of chicken egg white avidin (see inset for
tetramer configuration, copied and modified from original in ref. 77).
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interactions. The binding sites consist of tetramer residues and a loop of the adjacent
tryptophan (Trp 110) subunit. Moreover, the binding pocket is partly closed in its outer
rim by a residue Trp 110 of a neighboring subunit. Once bound, biotin is almost
completely buried in the protein core, with the exception of the valeryl side-chain
carboxylate group which is exposed to the solvent. Two Trp residues (Trp 70 and Trp
97) are in close contact with biotin. The binding is accornpanied by a red shift of the
Trp spectrum and by a decrease in fluorescence; both can be used as the basis for
quantitative assays.7375 The spectral changes in the tryptophan residues are
accompanied by a rernarkable reduction in their accessibility to reagents sucS as N
bromosuccinirnide. In avidin, the tiyptophans of each subunit are protected when biotin
is bound. In contrast, fluorescence quenching by oxygen is flot dirninished in the avidin
biotin complex; if any, the rate constant for quenching increased.76 The binding of
biotin can 5e blocked or weakened by oxidation of any of some tiyptophan residuse of
avidin and streptavidin. For example, the binding constant is reduced to be Ka i09 M1
using periodate as oxidation agent,77 or the binding can be weakened by the
dinitrophenylation of what appears to be a single lysine residue.77 Reaction of any one
of two lysines or three tryptophans led to inactivation, and blocked or weakened further
biotin binding. It is predicted that the modification on biotin can lead to weakening the
binding as well.
Ï .4.4. Biotinylation techniques
Different biotinylation agents (Table 1.3) wcrc used in the isiterature.
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Table 1.3. Commercially available biotinylation agents.
Biotinylation agent The analogs
Target groups: Amine
‘N
Succinimidyl—6—(biotinaniido) hexanoate;
H—H
N—Hydroxysciccinmide ininiinobiotin.
Ç,- Scilfo-succinimido biotin acid
S u I fo-s LICC in j ni j dyl —6—( bi oti nami do )—hexanoate;
N-Hydroxysuccinimido biotin 6-Biotinamidocaproylaniido)caproic acid N-hydroxy sciccinimide
este r;
Sol fo—succinimidyl—2—(biotinamido)ethyl— I ,3—dithio proliionate.
Target groups: Thiol
N-Biotinyl-N-(3-maleimidopropionyl )-L-Iysine;
H 4,4-Maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane carboxyamido) butane;
s (H2C)4 N. (cH)5 Biotinyl-3-maleimidopropionamidyl-3,6-dioxaoctatie diamine.
Maleimido biotin
HNIH X
ç ......,,,,, H
° s (H2C)4yN/
N-( 6-t B ioti namido)hexyl )-3 -(2-
pyridylthio) proiionate N-Jodoacetyl-N-biotinylhexylenediamine
Target groups: Aldehydes and carboxyls
,5j Biotin—c—aminocaproyl
HN JH N-Aminoxymethylcarbonylhydrazino biotin.
H
s
Biotinyl hydrazide
B iotin-PEO3 -Amine;
Biotin-PEOI2-Biotin.
5—t Biotinamido) pentylamine
Hr
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Biotinytation of amines. Biotinylation of amine groups was popularized with the
succinimidyl esters of biotin (NH$-biotin) in DMSO or DMF (Figure 1 .9). Non-sulfo
agents may be preferred for soluble proteins if organic solvents are acceptable, because
hydrolysis can be better controlled. They also allow intracellular labeling. NHS-biotins
prefer to react with primary amine at pH 7-9, which is an ideal reagent for antibody and
DNA biotinylation. The sulfosuccinimidyl ester of biotin (sulfoNHS-biotins), a more
water soluble biotinylation reagent, is extensively used as topological probe to label
proteins in the outer membrane surface, or when the use of organic solvents should be
avoided. 78-80
C
(D
D
Figure 1.9. Biotinylation of amine groups ofproteins.
Biotinytation of thiots. $ulfbydroxyl biotinylation is useful for the detection or
modification of sites containing SH groups or the study of SH dependent structures
(Figure 1.10). It also works when SH groups are introduced into proteins, peptides and
nucleotides, which are thiol-modified for similar goals. In classical biotinylation
H2Q
1H
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applications, the maleimido-biotin or its more soluble maleimido-Ic-biocytin and
maleimido-PEO3 -biotin are recommended, due to their quick, quasi-stoichiornetric and
very specific reactivity. Maleimide reacts specifically with free sulphydiyls at pH 6.5-
7.5, allowing more defined labeling of proteins and avoiding undesired amine
modification on proteins.8183
HNNH
II \) (‘ H
o
CD
HN’NH
II’ H
o
H
o
Figure 1.10. Biotinylation ofthiols groups ofcells.
BiotinyÏation of aldehydes and carboxyÏs. Aldehydes generated by periodate
oxidation of vicinal diols, and carboxyls activated by EDAC (N-ethyl-N’-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride), can be biotinylated by using biotin
hydrazides (Figure 1 . 11). Biotinylation could be used in glycoproteins, polysaccharides
and sialic acids, steroids, glycolipids, LDL (fi-Lipoprotein), and nucleic acids. Biotin
hydrazide, a classical carbohydrate reactive biotinylation reagent, reacts with aldehydes
at pH 4-6 giving a stable CH=N-NH- bound allowing the labeling of glycoproteins
through their glycan. Biotin hydrazide also reacts with carboxyls in the presence of
EDAC.8486
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1.5. Objectives
pH4-6 I Œ
H20
The main objective of this thesis is to design and prepare multi-responsive
polymeric systems, which can be post-functionallzed by bio-rnolecules for eventual bio
sensing applications. In this project, we have the following specific research objectives:
(1) Thermosensitive microspheres with controlled sizes will be synthesized by
emulsion polymerization. The variation and control of the sizes of the
microspheres wi 11 be studied.
(2) These microspheres will be used to fabricate CCAs and the packing
mechanism of CCAs will be studied by microscopy and light diffraction
technique. The ordered microspheres (CCA) will be irnmobilized in both
nonthermosensitive and thermosensitive matrices to make PCCA films by
photopolymerization. The thermo-optical behaviors of PCCA films will be
investigated.
1H G)
o
o
1
o
CD
C,)
Figure 1.11. Biotinylation of aldehyde groups of glycoproteins.
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(3) Thermosensitive microspheres with advanced core-sheli structure will be
prepared by soap-free emulsion polyrnerization. The core-sheil structure and
the shrinking behaviors will be studied.
(4) To build a model sensor, biotin, a small biornolecule, is to be attached on the
microspheres. Fluorescence technique will be employed to study the
interaction between (strept)avidin and biotin on the microspheres.
Furthermore, biotin will be attached onto a nonthermosensitive matrix of
PCCA films. The interaction of avidin to the biotinylated PCCA will be
studied.
The resuits for the first two subjects will be presented and discussed in chapter 2
and the results of the third subject wiIl be included in chapter 3. These two chapters are
presented in the form of research papers. The resuits for the last part will be the subject
ofchapter 4.
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2. Preparation and Thermo-Responsive Light Diffraction
Behaviors of Soft Polymerized Crystalline Colloidal Arrays*
2.1. Abstract
We report the formation and light diffraction behavior of polymerized
crystalline coïloidal arrays (PCCA) based on lightly cross-linked thermosensitive
particles of poly(N,N-diethylacrylamide-co-N-ethylacrylarnide-co-2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate) in both thermosensitive and non-thermosensitive matrices. The
formation process of the crystalline colloidal arrays (CCA) and the temperature
dependent light diffraction behavior of PCCAs are investigated and rationalized by
the use of Flory’s polymer solution and rubber elasticity theories. The light
diffraction behaviors of the PCCAs studied are found to display one and two
temperature transitions in non—thermosensitive and thermosensitive matrices,
respectively. The effects of ionic strength and pH on PCCA films have also been
investigated.
2.2. Introduction
Spatial periodicity in the dielectric function of an optical material can yield
both allowed and forbidden directions in which electromagnetic waves of certain
energies may propagate. These photonic bandgap effects arise from coherent
interferences by multiple scattering when the wavelength of the electromagnetic
waves are comparable with the periodicity length of the lattice similar to X-ray
diffraction by atomic crystals. Such effects have been applied to design chemical
-7 .
. 3 . . 4
. 5and biological sensors, optical wavegmdes, optical switches, and optical filters.
It is well-known that the self-assembly of monodispersed charged particles such as
polystyrene (P S),2’4’6 poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM),7 and poly(methyl
* Paper accepted by Sofi Matter, November 2006. Authors: Yitong Chen, Julien E. Gautrot, Zhanyong Li,
and X. X. Zhu, Soft Matter, 2007,2, 1-10.
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mathacrylate)8 produces three-dimensionally periodic structures. This phenomenon
is primarily due to the electrostatic interactions of charges on the particle surface,
coupled to the diffuse counterion cloud.
It was found that lightly cross-Iinked thermosensitive particles with lower
critical swelling temperatures (LCST) could spontaneously form a crystalline
colloidal array (CCA) via a simple temperature-cycling process.9’4 The formation
mechanism of such soft thermosensitive particles stiil remains unclear. Lyon and co
workers have demonstrated that a lightly cross-linked PNIPAM couÏd form CAAs
after concentration by centrifugation.9’ Their resuits showed that, as the effective
volume fraction of the microgel coïloidal crystaïs (cft) decreased (by reducing the
polymer concentration), the lattice constant increased and the crystal eventually
“melted” into a fluid phase at cCf = 0.49. Similarly, when the temperature was raised
above the LCST of the particles, their effective volume fraction decreased resulting
in the “melting” of the CCA. Lyon and co-workers suggested that such phenomena
could be rationalized by the introduction of compression forces between particles,
acting on the equilibrium state of the CCA. However, such “soft” CCA lattices are
relatively unstable and cannot directly be used in the fabrication of devices such as
sensors. Asher and co-workers used polymerized CCAs (PCCAs) based on
poly(styrene-co-styrene sulfonate) CCAs embedded in PNIPAM and polyacrylarnide
(PAAm) matrices.2’4’6’7 The main advantage of PCCAs is that they possess rnuch
better thermal, chemical and mechanical stability than CCAs (Figure 2.1). However,
the control of the ordered structure of CCA during matrix formation rernains an
issue, especialÏy in the case of soft CCAs. Lyon and co-workers reported that the
order was lost upon photopolymerization of a NIPAM matrix embedding PNIPAM
CCAs.’2
If a simple method for the preparation of PCCAs with soft particles in a soft
matrix can be developed, such hydrophilic composite materials may reveal very
promising properties for biosensing applications. A good fundamental understanding
of such systems is key to their potential applications. To the best of our knowledge,
there have been only a very limited number of reports on this subject. Asher and co
workers reported that PCCAs constituted of charged PNIPAM in PAAm can be used
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as optical switch, triggered by temperature changes, on the nanosecond scale.4 The
diffractive intensity of these PCCAs was increased by heating, while the diffracted
wavelength remained unchanged. Hu and co-workers successfully cross-linked
PNIPAM particles with epichiorohydrin and divinylsulfone (DVS) to produce
“hydrogel opals”, which responded to changes in temperature and solvents.13 Lyon
and co-workers studied the deswelling behavior of microcomposite hydrogel films
composed of lightly cross-linked PNIPAM particles in PNIPAM rnatrix,’2 where the
ordered structure of the particles was not preserved upon photopolymerization.
Here, we report here the preparation of CCA of lightly crosslinked
thermosensitive particles via a simple temperature-cycling process. We chose to use
polyacrylamides in conjunction with HEMA to provide free hydroxyl groups that
can be post-functionalized. The temperature and concentration effects were
investigated to gain further understanding of the formation mechanism of CCAs.
PCCAs of uncharged thermosensitive CCAs in both non-thermosensitive and
thermosensitive polymer matrices have been prepared. The shrinkage upon
photopolymerization of the matrix and its dependence on the concentration of
particles forming the CCA have been studied. The effect of temperature on the
PCCAs of thermosensitive particles in non-thermosensitive matrices has been
investigated and rationaÏized by the use of Flory’s polymer solution and rubber
elasticity theories.’517 In the case of PCCAs with thermosensitive matrices, two
volume phase transitions (VPT), corresponding to the matrix and the particles
forming the CCA, respectively, were found to affect the light diffraction
phenomenon. Finally, the effects of pH and ionic strength on the different PCCA
films formed were investigated.
2.3. Experimental section
2.3.1. Materials
Ah chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and used without further
purification unless otherwise stated. Distilled water was purified by a Millipore
water purification system. 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) was distilled under
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reduced pressure prior to use. NIPAM was recrystallized in acetone. N,N
diethylacrylamide (DEA) and N-ethylacrylamide (EA) were prepared according to
the literature.’8 N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (BA) was recrystallized from
methanol.
2.3.2. Synthesis of thermosensitive microspheres
In a typical procedure, the thermosensitive microspheres were prepared by
emulsion polymerization in a tri-neck flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer (625
rpm). The monorners (3 3.3 mmol DEA, 22.2 rnrnol EA, and 23.7 mmol HEMA), BA
(1.2 mmol) and sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS, 2.2 mmol) were added to 1000 ml of
stirred milli-Q water followed by nitrogen purging for 30 minutes at 70 °C.
Polymerization was initiated by the addition of a solution of potassium persulfate
(KPS, 1.8 rnrnol in 15 ml of Milli-Q water) to the vigorously stirred mixture. The
reaction was stopped after 4 h and allowed to cool down to room temperature.
Filtration of the rnilky suspension through a 2.0 trn Millipore IsoporeTM membrane
filter (Sigma), followed by centrifugation and dialysis for 14 days in a cellulose sack
(Sigma, MW > 12,000) afforded pure microparticle solutions at a concentration of
31.1 wt%.
2.3.3. Preparation ofPCCAs
ccAs were prepared via a simple temperature cycling between 10 and 45 °c of
a soltttion containing the thermosensitive microspheres (LCST around 20 °C) at the
desired concentration. In a typical procedure, 2 g of a CA latex at the desired
concentration, 100 mg of the monomer (AAm, N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA),
DEA, or NIPAM), 10 mg BA (cross-linker), and 50 pi diethoxyacetophenone
(DEAP, 10 vol% in DMSO) were placed in a chamber gasket (0.5 mm thickness,
Molecular Probe) covered with a quartz siide at 5 °c, and subsequently irradiated
under UV light (365 nm) for 10 h. The resulting films were soaked in Milli-Q water
for 7 days (medium changed daily) to remove chemical residues, and as to swell the
PccAs to their equilibrium state (Figure 2.1).
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Figure. 2.1 Preparation of PCCAs (hypothetical packing structure).
2.3.4. Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed on a Brookhaven
BI-2005M light scattering instrument set up with a Science / Electronics temperature
controller and a 532 nm green JDS laser. Samples were prepared by suspending 0.1 ml
of CCA latex in 20 ml of Milli-Q water, followed by filtration through a 2-im filter. To
ensure data reproducibility, measurements were taken 25 minutes afier the sample
temperature was stabilized. At each temperature, eight measurements were taken to
determine the average diameter of the spheres, and each temperature cycle was repeated
at least 3 times per sample. The standard deviation was estimated to be about 5 % as
confirmed by multiple measurements obtained using the same sample afier several
heating and cooling cycles. In a DLS experiment the scattering light intensity
autocorrelation function gi(t) is measured, which is related to the field autocorrelation
function g1 (t) = 1+ g2 (t). In the case of purely translational motion, g. (t) = e’ and
= q2D, where r is the relaxation time and D the diffusion coefficient, were used.
From D, a hydrodynamic diameter Rh is calculated using Stokes-Einstein relation D
kT / (3 JT7?Rh), which holds for non-interacting spheres. T denotes the temperature and
,
the viscosity of the solvent. In the case where a relaxation time distribution G(ln r) must
be used, g1Q) = f’ G(lnr)elltdlnr , which is obtained from gE(t) by Quadratic
analysis.
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2.3.5. Visible light diffraction
CCAs and PCCAs diffract light in accordance with the Bragg’s law
m). = 2ndsin6 (1)
where m is the order of diffraction, À the wavelength of incident light, n the
refractive index of the suspension, d the interplanar spacing, and O the glancing
angle between the incident light and the diffracting crystal planes, oriented parallel
to the crystal surface. Diffraction measurements were taken on a home-assernbled
spectrophotometer (Gamble Technologies USB2000) with wavelength coverage
between 350-1000 nm and equipped with a tungsten halogen light source and a
R200-7 VIS/NIR reflection probe (Ocean Optics). Diffraction spectra were
normalized to allow easy comparison. The prepared PCCA films were fragrnented to
obtain homogeneous samples and the spectra were recorded in a UV cuvette. The
temperature was controlled using a circulating water bath. Temperature of the
sample was measured by means of a thermocouple immersed in the solution (+ 0.1
°C).
2.4. Resuits and discussion
2.4.1. Synthesis and characterization of CCAs
Lightly cross-linked copolymers of DEA, EA and HEMA have been
synthesized by emulsion polymerization (Table 2.1). EA was used to raise the LCST
while the use of HEMA allows the introduction of a hydroxyl group that could be
further functionalized for sensing applications. The particle size was controlled by
varying the concentrations of SDS and monomers (Table 2.1).
2$
Table 2.1 Emulsion polymerization conditions for the preparation of
microgel particles.
SDS Total monomers KPS hRh,Iooc Polydispersity 1)Sample
. I) Rh,Io0c/RI.5o0c(g/L) (mmol/L) (g/L) (nm) mdcx
CCAI 0.60 79.2 0.4$ 387 0.0$ 2.28
CCA2 0.60 105.6 0.4$ 427 0.06 2.37
CCA3 0.24 105.6 0.36 717 0.09 2.65
tfeed composition of 1-IEMA : DEA EA 0.3 0.42 0.28 (molar ratios) cross-linked with 1.5
iiiol% oCBA:
hR1110 O (hydrodynamic diameter at 10 °C), polydispersity index and RIlloo(/RI5t)oc of the
particles measured by DLS.
figure 2.2 shows the change ofthe hydrodynamic diameter ofthe particles as a
function of temperature. Light diffraction behaviors of particles of various sizes
were studied as a function of temperature and particle concentration. A dilute
solution of microgel particles was first concentrated via centrifugation followed by
dilution of the sample to the desired concentration. As shown in Figure 2.2, the
particle volume typically changes by a factor larger than 8 upon increasing
temperature above its LCST. In order to generate the CCAs, the temperature of the
latex samples was cycled between 10 and 45 oc and diffraction spectra were taken
before and after this process and recorded at 10 °c (Figure 2.3A). Before
temperature cycling, the spectrum is broad and featureless, whereas after this
process the thermosensitive particles spontaneously “crystallize” into a brightly
iridescent material displaying a narrow and symmetrical diffraction peak with half
width of 150 nm, a phenomenon also observed by Lyon and co-workers for
PNIPAM CcAs.9’2 Since the “crystallization” of the microspheres depends on their
size and concentration, the large volume phase transition observed by DLS confers
sufficient freedom to the particle to rearrange and adopt a thermodynamically
favored configuration upon cooling below their LCST, thus forming better defined
ccAs possessing sharper light diffraction features.
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Figure 2.2 Hydrodynamic diameters ofcolloidal particles making CCAs
1 (.), 2 (.), and 3 (Â) as a [onction oftemperature (measured by DLS).
The light diffraction spectra of a 7 wt% solution of CCA1 were taken at
difTereit temperatures (Figure 2.3B). The diffraction peak increases slightly while
raising temperature from 5 to 10 °C, presumably due to the increase of the refractive
index ofthe particles with the temperature, before decreasing again above 15 °C. M
40 °C, the diffraction peak disappears completely. In the CCAs, the particles are
believed to be closely packed and compressed. The particle size decreases with
increasing temperature, with no change in the interparticle distance (d). When their
hydrodynamic diameter measured by DLS becomes smaller than d, the particles can
move freely and the cc is disrupted. The diffraction disappears above LCST, in
contrast to the observation by Asher and co-workers for the CA of a charged
copolymer, poly(NIPAM-co-2-acrylamido-2-methyl- 1-propanesulfonic acid),
showing a diffraction peak even above the LCST of this material.6 Indeed, in their
case, the assembÏy of the charged particles was stabilized by electrostatic repulsions
and therefore did not require annealing. The formation of CcAs made of uncharged
thermosensitive particles is a reversible process, which needs temperature cycÏing to
be performed to improve the ordering ofthe soft particles.
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oFigure 2.3 (A) Light diffraction spectra of CCAT (7 wt4) at 10 C
before and after temperature cycling; (B) light diffraction spectra of
CCAI (7 wt%) at different temperatures after temperature cycling.
In order to understand the CCA formation from soft microspheres, diffraction
spectra were obtained at different concentrations for CCA1 at io oc (figure 2.4A).
The diffraction peak undergoes a blue shift with increasing concentrations. The
increased compression between the particles at higher concentrations reduces d and
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therefore blue-shifts the diffraction peak. Such an increased compression helps in
the formation of a more ordered packing structure, which may explain the obvious
narrowing in the diffraction spectrum as the concentration increases. The diffraction
wavelengths L), taken as the mass center of the spectra, are plotted as a function of
particle concentration in figure 2.4B for CCAs 1, 2, and 3.
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Figure 2.4 (A) Light diffraction spectra of CCA1 at different weight
fractions in water; (B) diffraction wavelength of CCAs 1 (.), 2 (.), and
3 (À) as a function ofweight fraction ofthe particles.
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It is apparent that CCAs formed by larger particles show diffraction peaks at
higher wavelengths. Therefore, it is possible to obtain photonic materials with
diffraction wavelengths ranging ftom infrared to ultraviolet by simply adjusting the
size and concentration of the particles. The interparticle distance calculated by using
Bragg’s law (n = 1.333) and assuming a fCC crystalline structure (as vas obtained
ror PN J PAM) is smaller than the hycirodynamic diameter of the particles at 10 oc
and further decreases with increasing concentrations. The interparticle distance
reaches a plateau at a certain concentration (‘- 10 wt%), indicating the compression
limit of the CCA, where the interparticle distance is comparable to the
hydrodynamic diameter measured above LcST. At very low concentrations (< 3
wt%), the particles are too far apart, and do not form ccAs. When particle
concentration is between ca. 3 and 10 wtYo, the particles are compressed and form
ccAs, below their LCST.
2.4.2.Preparation of PCCAs
It is \veIl-known that PccAs constituted of charged PS in PAAm hydrogel
matrices do not display temperature sensitivity although they can be used as biological
and chemical sensors.21720’21 PcCAs formed by charged PS in PNIPAM, however,
display a bIne shift of their diffraction wavelength with increasing temperatures.2’
Asher and co-workers reported that PCCAs constituted of charged PNIPAM in PAAm
can be Ltsed as fast optical switches triggered by temperature changes.4 PCcAs of
uncharged thermosensitive particles in non—thermosensitive and thermosensitive
matrices like PAAm and PNIPAM have been less studied, most probably due to their
diffïculty of their preparation and the complexity of their properties, but were found to
display interesting properties for applications as biocompatible sensors.’2’’3 Lyon and
co-workers reported the deswelling behavior of PNIPAM microgel composite films
upon heating and a loss of the ordered CCA structure during photopoÏymerization.’2 We
found that it is critical to keep the reaction temperature below the LCST of the material
to maintain the order during the preparation of the cc with soft thermosensitive
microspheres. Moreover, the swollen state ofthe CA below LCST allows the diffusion
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of the monomers within its bulk, forming an interpenetrated polymer system upon
photopolymerization.
AAm, DMA, DEA and NIPAM, which are ail water-solttble, were used separately
as the monomers and BA as the cross-linker to embed CCAI. The light diffraction
spectra of CCA/monomer solutions (%CCA), PCCAs after photopolyrnerization %PccA),
and PCCAs after washing and swelling in milli-Q water (220) were measured at 20 oc
(Figure 2.5). Data obtained for the different samples are gathered in Table 2.2. %PCCA
was found to be srnaÏler than 2CCA due to polyrnerization shrinkage. After washing and
swelling in water, the diffraction wavelength (220) increases, relative to both %CCA and
2PCCA• It is possible to calculate the shrinkage of the matrix by using the following
2.4 6,20,2 I
equation:
Shrinkage (V0 — V) / JÇ = 1
— (IQc’A ‘2ccA) (2)
where V0 and V are the volumes before and after polyrnerization, respectively.
From these resuits (Table 2.2), it is apparent that both the concentration of the starting
cc and the nature of the matrix have an important effect on the shrinkage of the film.
In other composite materials, increasing amounts of fillers have also been shown to
reduce polymerization shrinkage.22’23
Table 2.2 Optical properties of PccAs in non-thermosensitive and
thermosensitive matrices prepared at different CCA 1 concentrations.
Sample Matrix CCCA ‘PCCA “CCA 220 A% Shrinkage(wt%) (nm) (nrn) (nni) (nm)°
PCCAJ PAAm 5 480 658 711 50.2 0.61
PCCA2 PAAm 10 466 599 685 85.3 0.53
PCCA3 PAAm 18.9 430 508 592 105.0 0.39
PCCA4 PDMA 18.9 447 509 578 106.6 0.32
PCCA5 PNIPAM 5 441 670 691 243.6 0.71
PCCA6 PNIPAM 10 417 598 642 216.9 0.66
PCCA7 PNIPAM 18.9 486 508 575 218.8 0.12
PCCA8 PDEA 18.9 485 508 572 190.6 0.13
°Difference between diffraction wavelengtbs at the starting and final temperatures.
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Figure 2.5 Typical diffraction spectra of CCA1 (1), PCCA3 just after
photopolymerization (2), and PCCA3 washed and equilibrated in water
(3) at 20 oc.
2.4.3. PCCAs with non-thenïiosensitive matrices
The ccAs used in this study show thermo-optical properties related to the LCST
of the soft particles. PCcAs in both thermosensitive and non-therniosensitive matrices
also show thenno-optical properties. The case of CcAs embedded in non
thermosensitive matrices will first be discussed to distinguish the contributions of the
CCA and the matrix from the opalescent phenomena.
Figure 2.6A shows the diffraction spectra of PCCA3 at different temperatures.
The peaks are naiiow and symmetrical with haif width of 110 nrn, suggesting a well
ordered particle packing, and a well-defined periodic length. it is apparent that the
diffraction spectra are blue-shifted with increasing temperature. The mass centers of the
diffraction spectra versus temperature for PccAs 1, 2 and 3 are plotted in Figure 2.63.
The position of the inflexion conelates wefl with the VPT temperature or LCST of the
particles, suggesting that the shrinkage of the particles in the cc can drag the matrix
along, reduce the interpianar distance, and blue-shift the diffraction spectrum. The
shrinkage is apparent to the naked eye. Such an efficient dragging phenomenon is the
400 500 600 700 800 900
Wavelength (nm)
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direct resuit of the interpenetration and entanglement of the particles and matrix
network.
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Figure 2.6 (A) Diffraction spectra of PCCA3 at different temperatures;
(B) diffraction wavelength as a function oftemperature for PCCAs 1 (.),
2 (.), and 3 (Â). The data were fitted to eq. 7. The insert in (A)
illustrates the response ofPCCA (contraction in volume) upon heating.
The difference between the diffraction wavelengths at low and high temperatures
(%) is 50-100 nm, depending on the concentration of particles used to prepare the
PCCA films (Table 2.2). At higher CCA concentrations, higher A% was rneasured,
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consistent with an incteased compression between particles, and therefore increased
stress release upon shrinkage. Finally, it is important to point out that the decrease in
‘CA, 2PCC’A and )c7() with increasing concentration of CCA is also consistent with
increasing particle compressions and a diminution ofthe lattice parameters.
In order to qctantitatively characterize the phenomena observed, flory’s polymer
solution and rubber elasticity theories were applied to these systems. The PCCA films
were approximated as homogeneous mixtures, and the paranleters were taken as
average values for the particles and matrix polymers. The free energy is divided into
mixing and elastic terms. 15-17 The mixing terni of the gel system is treated by the Flory
1-luggins polymer solcition theory, and the corresponding free energy per unit volume,
AGE, ish
t\G, / kT (1 — /i) ln(1 — q) + x(l — q) (3)
where z can be described as24
x = 0.34 ‘(IQ
)2 (4)
where k, R, T, z’ V , 6 are the Boltzmann constant, gas constant, the
temperature, the polymer volume fraction, the FÏory—Huggins poÏymer/so Ivent
interaction parameter, the molar volume of water (1 .8 x I 0 m3/mol), the solubility
parameter of water (4.784 z 1 O J ‘2/m32),2 and the average solubility parameter of the
polymer. respectively. The polymer volume fraction, , can be substituted by =
where
,
is the diffraction wavelength that a PCCA films would display if it was
fully dried without disrupting its ordering. However, it is impossible to dry PCCA films
without disrupting their order and )Lo therefore remains hypothetical.
In the Flot-y gel theory, the treatment of the elastic terni is based on the rubber
elasticity theory, which, in turn, is derived from the Gaussian chain model. The
expression of the elastic free energy change, AGE, is given by’6”7
AG, [(L)2_l] (5)
kT 4V V
111 Iii
where v/ V is the cross—linking density in the network, and V are the volumes of the
fully relaxed gel and ofthe gel at equilibrium, respectively. Thus, V/V
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At equilibrium, the total free energy change must be zero:
AG=AGn+AG 0 (6)
Thus, the relation between temperature and diffraction waveÏength can be
obtained from eqs. 3, 4, 5. and 6 and expressed in the following way:
(1 ln(1
-( ) + (Ï - ()3 )()3(O.34+h(611 _,)2)+(( -1) = 0 (7)
Curve fitting of the diffraction wavelength versus temperature plots of the PCCA
samples to eq. 7 was carried out. Table 2.3 lists the diffraction wavelength of
hypothetical “dry” PCCA films %(, diffraction wavelength of relaxed PCCA gels 2m,
Ve/Vin, and , of PCCA in non-thermosensitive matrices (PAAm and PDMA) obtained
by nonlinear titting analysis. The values of 2m indicate the point where the elastic fi-ce
energy changes sign and ai-e found to be 680 and 714 nm in PAAm and PDMA,
respectively. At the fctlly relaxed state, 2 equals 2m, and AG= 0. When the gel deswells,
the diffraction wavelength 2 is smaller than 2m. so that the paiicles and matrix
networks interact with each other with a positive chemical potential, resulting in a
positive elastic free energy change. In the swollen state, when the diffraction
wavelength 2 is larger than 2m. the paiicles and matrix networks interact with each
other witb a negative elastic fi-ce energy change. Therefore, the cross-linking density
(Ve/Vm) obtained from eq. 5 have an cinreasonable negative value. The absolute vaicte of
cross—linking densities, ve/k’ii, should be the “real” cross—linking density values (2.6,
0.86, 0.52 and 0.52 mol/m3 for the PCCAs 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively). The PCCA
prepared with a lower microsphere concentration bas a higher cross—linking density than
that prepared with a higher sphere concentration. It is therefore “as if’ the elastic free
energy change was determined by the matrix and not the microspheres. If we assume
that the total volume of the composite does not change, the matrix has to expand to
occctpy the freed space when the microspheres shrink upon heating. In eq. 5, the volume
V is related to the diffracted wavelength and therefore the volume of the microshperes,
not to that of the matrix. which resciits in a negative sign for the cross—linking density.
The average solctbility parameters obtained from nonlinear fitting analysis are around
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34 z 1 0 J “2/m32, which are smaller than that of water and reasonable for polymers
based on acry1amide.2
Table 2.3 Calculated À., 2m, Ve/Vm, 6, and correlation coefficient (R2) of
CCA embedded in non-thermosensitive matrices (PAAm (PCCAs 1-3)
and PDMA (PCCA4)).
4 1/2 3/2 7Sample )to (nm) 2m (nm) v/V11 (mol/nî ) 5 (1 0 J 1m ) R
PCCA1 676 + 1 687 + Ï — 2.6 ± 0.1 2.8 + 0.1 0.99
PCCA2 609 + 1 667 + 2 — 0.86 + 0.02 3.3 + 0.1 0.99
PCCA3 511 + 2 685 + 12 — 0.52 + 0.01 3.7 + 0.1 0.98
PCCA4 469±5 714±20 —0.52±0.01 3.9±0.1 0.99
AG1, which depends on the volume fraction and temperature, and AGE, which
depends on the volume of the film, can be calculated from eqs. 3 and 5 by using the set
of parameters obtained from the nonlinear fitting analysis. It was found that AGE is
positive for PCCA3 and negative for PCCAI throughout the temperature range studied,
which means that PCCAI was over-swollen whereas PCCA3 was under-swollen. This
is teflected by the diffraction wavelength changes of PCCA3 (A% = 105.0 nm) and
PCCAJ (A,i = 50.2 nm). For PCCA2, prepared at an intermediate CCA concentration,
the AGE can be negative or positive, depending on the volume of the film and the
temperature. At lower temperatures, the film swells in water and has a negative elastic
free energy component, while at higher temperatures, the film shrinks and expels some
of its water content to reach a positive AGE. 0f course, the AGE may be positive or
negative, but the total free energy (AG) is zero with compensation from the mixing free
en ergy.
The experimental data fit generally well with Flory-Hciggins theories, but
significant deviations were also observed for PCCA3. The high number of fitting
parameters in eq. 7, in addition to the compression of the particles and the
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interpenetration between the particles and the matrix, which became more significant at
high concentrations, may be responsible ofthe deviation from the fitting approach.
2.4.4. PCCAs in thermosensitive matrices
Thermo-optical phenomena observed in the themiosensitive matrix-based PCCAs
are more complex. Typically, double thermosensitivity is observed, owing to the
thermosensitivity behaviors of both the particles (near 20 °C) and the matrix (32 oc for
PNIPAM and 2$ °c for PDEA).
Figure 2.7A shows the diffraction spectra of PCCA7 at different temperatures.
The relatively narrow and symmetrical diffraction spectra indicate a relatively high
level of order with interpianar distances in the visible light region. Similar to what was
observed for non-thermosensitive matrix PccAs, the diffraction spectra of PccAs 5-8
are blue-shiffed with increasing temperature. Above 30 °c, the diffraction behavior
vanishes, which, given the fact that the matrix is cross-linked, may indicate the
disappearance of the refractive index mismatch between the matrix and the particles,
although disruption of the ordered packing structure cannot be completely ruled out.
Nevertheless, the phenomenon is reversible. The mass centers of the diffraction peaks
are plotted against temperature for PccAs 7, 6, and 5 (Figure 2.7B). Two distinctive
regions are apparent, as expected fiom the two thermosensitive materials constituting
these composites. The first region can be assigned to the VPT of the particles and the
second region, at higher temperatures, corresponds to the transition of the matrix.
Furthermore, the changes of the diffraction wavelength extend over a larger scale for
PccAs 5, 6, 7, and 8 (A%> 200 nm) than for non-thermosensitive matrix-based PccAs
1, 2, 3, and 4 (A% < 100 nm) over the same temperature range (Table 2.2). However, the
phenomena observed are not as sharp as in the case of non—thermosensitive matrix
based PccAs, which may be due to strong particle/matrix interactions and the partial
overlap of both thermosensitive steps. The VPTs resulting from the particles and the
matrix may be mutually affected by the interpenetration of the polymer networks. The
VPTs appear to be broad and shifted from the LCST ofthe polymers. We have observed
a similar behavior in the case ofcore-shell doubly thermosensitive particles.26
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spectra of PCCA7 at different temperatures;
versus temperature for PCCAs 5 t.), 6 (.),
2.4.5. Effects ofionic strength and pH
In order to dernonstrate that other types of interactions, such as electrostatic or
acid-base interactions, can aso induce responsiveness in soft PCCAs, the effects of pH
and ionic strength on their optical properties were investigated (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8 The dependence of the diffraction wavelength of PCCAs 3
(u), 7 (.), and 8 (A) on (A) the ionic strength and (B) the pH (after
partial hydrolysis of the amide grocips), both measured at 20 oc.
Light diffraction spectra were recorded at different sait (NaCl) concentrations, and
the diffraction wavelength maxima were plotted against sait concentrations for PccAs
3, 7, and 8 (figure 2.8A). The resuits show that increasing ionic strength induces the
shrinkage of the cc films and biue—shifts the diffraction maxima until a maximum
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shrinkage is reached. This effect, observed even at very low sait concentrations (< 5
mM), is thought to be due to a shielding of the polyrner/solvent interactions (hydrogen
bonding, dipole/dipole etc.) and subsequentiy deswelling ofthe PCCAs. 27 These resuits
are consistent with those reported by Asher and co-workers for charged PS systems,28
who interpreted the changes observed in terms of ionic free energy changes by adding a
third component, AGo, in the treatment of eq. 6.
The pH response to PCCA films was evaluated after partial hydrolysis by
immersing the sarnples for 3 minutes in a 1 N sodiuni hydroxide solution containing
N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyiethylenediamine (TEMED, 10 wt%). During this treatment, some
amide groups of the particle or the matrix may be hydrolyzed to form carboxyl groups.
The samples were then immersed in solutions of different pH and diffraction spectra
were recorded for partially hydroiyzed PCCAs 3, 7, and $ (Figure 2.8B). The diffraction
is monotonically red-shifted from pH 3 to 9,28 while it is blue-shifted from pH 9 to 13.4.
This pH dependence is due to the acid-base equilibria ofthe carboxyl groups. As the pH
rises, the density of anions increases in the hydrogei, which generates a Donnan
potentiai, increasing the osmotic pressure of the matrix, and indicating the swelling of
the films and subsequent red shift of the diffraction peak. Above pH 9, the blue shift
resuits from the increased ionic strength in the solution. The observation of pH
sensitivity further demonstrates that simple post-functionalization of PCCAs allows
chemical sensing.
2.5. Concluding remarks
A simple temperature cycling treatment of the thermosensitive and lightly cross
linked soft microspheres caused the spontaneous formation of well-ordered CCAs that
display typical photonic phenomena. Such CCAs can then be embedded in both non
thermosensitive and thermosensitive matrices by photopoiymerization of AAm, DMA,
NIPAM, and DEA monorner solutions in the presence of a crossiinker at 5 °C. This
affords thermosensitive and doubiy thermosensitive PCCA films. For all PCCAs tested,
a temperature increase resuits in a blue shift ofthe diffraction spectnim, due to the VPT
of the embedded particles, in the case of non-thermosensitive matrices, or the VPTs of
both particies and matrices, in the case of thermosensitive matrices. The free energy
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change ofthe system is divided into two terms: the mixing tAG111) and the elastic (AGE)
free energy changes. In the case ofnon-thermosensitive matrices, these two terms along
with other pararneters governing these systems can be calculated using non-linear fitting
analysis, allowing a better understanding ofthe interplay ofboth mixing and elastic frec
energy changes in the thermo-optical phenomena observed.
The response of the PCCA films to changes in ionic strength and pH demonstrates
the feasibility of PCCA-based chemical sensors and even more complex biological
sensing devices. These systems based on soft hydrogels offer the advantage of simple
colorimetric tests and easy optical detection. The presence of free hydroxyl functions in
the microspheres would allow post-functionalization with a wide range of reagents and
biological agents that may enable the recognition of molecules, proteins and DNA
strands.
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3. Synthesis ami Characterization of Core-Sheil Microspheres
with Double Thermosensitivity*
3.1. Abstract
We have synthesized doubly thermosens itive core-sheil microspheres composed
of chemically cross-linked poly(N-n-propyl acrylamide-co-styrene) (P(nPA-co-$)) with
different styrene contents as the core and linear poly(N,N-diethyl acrylarnide) (PDEA),
poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM), or poly(N-isopropyl methaciylamide)
(PNIPMAM) as the sheils. The morphologies and swelling properties of the core and
the core-sheli microspheres have been studied. The P(nPA-co-S) copolymers have a
similar volume phase transition temperature regardless of the styrene content, indicating
a two-layer structure in the microspheres with a PS-rich inner core and a PnPA-rich
outer layer resulting from soap-free emulsion polymerization in water. Upon the
addition of the second sheli cornposed of linear thermosensitive polymers, the core-sheli
microspheres display a two-step shrinking behavior when heated. The P(nPA-co-S) core
exhibits a volume phase transition temperature at 13-15 °C, while the shelis of PDEA,
PNIPAM, and PNIPMAM have volume phase transition temperatures at 28, 32, and 42
°C, respectively. The core-shefl microspheres are cornposed of three layers and possess
two volume phase transition temperatures.
3.2. Introduction
Stirnul i-responsive polymeric hydrogels attract much research attention because of
their versatility in flelds such as controlled drug delivery,1 chemical separation,2
chernical and biological sensing,34 catalysis,5 enzyme and ccli immobilization,6 and
color-tunable ciystais.7 Hydrogels of many N-substituted acrylamides were found to
have a phase separation associated with changes in their properties upon heating above
a certain lower critical solution temperature (LCST). Poly(N-propyl aciylamide) (PnPA),
* Paper accepted by Langmuir, November 2006. Authors: Yilong Chen, Julien E. Gautrot, and X. X. Zhu,
DOl: 10. 102l!1a0624945.
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poly(N,N-diethyl acrylamide) (PDEA), poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM), and
poly(N-isopropyl methac;ylamide) (PNIPMAM) are typical examples of such polymers
with LCSTs at 22, 28, 32, and 47 °C, respectively.8’9 For potential applications of these
materials as “srnart” actuators and switches, a fast response is needed, for which severai
strategies have been explored. In particular, hydrogel microspheres (or microgels) have
been developed because the response time ofthe microgel swelling has been reported to
be short and proportional to the square of a linear dimension of the microspheres.’°
They were synthesized by classical emulsion polymerization techniques)1’12
A growing research interest lias been devoted to responsive lattices that possess a
more advanced architecture with multifunctionality. Numerous external stimulus
responsive core-sheil or core-corona particles have been synthesized either to introduce
spatiaily localized chemical functionalities to the particle,13’14 or to graft thermosensitive
layers to nonresponsive particies.1 1,15-17 Many of the core-sheil particles contain both a
stimulus-responsive and nonresponsive component. Muitiresponsive core-sheli particies,
which may have interesting applications, have also been reported recently.’ 8-23
In this work, we report the preparation and properties of core-sheli microspheres
composed of a poiy(nPA-co-S) core and shells of other thermosensitive polymers
(PDEA, PNIPAM, and PNIPMAM) with three layers and two volume phase transition
temperatures (VPTTs).
3.3. Experîmental section
3.3.1. Materials
Ail chernicals were purchased from Aidrich. DEA and nPA were synthesized
using a modified procedure described in the iiterature.24’2 NIPMAM and potassium
persulfate (KPS) were used without further purification. N,N ‘-Methylene
bisacrylamide (BA) was reciystallized from methanol, and NIPAM was recrystaliized
from hexane and dried in vacuo prior to use. Styrene (S) was purified by distillation
under reduced pressure. Water for ail purposes was ion-exchanged to a resistance of
18.2 MÇ2.cm (Milii-Q).
3.3.2. Preparation of P(nPA-co-S) cores
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The P(nPA-co-S) cores were prepared via an emulsifier-free emulsion
polymerization method. A mixture of S, nPA, and BA (Table 3.1) was dissolved in 235
mL of water in a 500-mL tri-necked round-bottom flask equipped with mechanical
stirrer (350 rpm), nitrogen inlet and outiet. The monomeric solution was purged with
nitrogen for 30 min at 70 oc to remove oxygen. Polyrnerization was initiated by adding
15 mL of an aqueous solution containing 0.12 g KPS. The reaction was allowed to
proceed for 4 h at 70 oc under rigorous stirring. The resulting P(nPA-co-S)
microspheres were purified by centrifugation and dialysis for 2 weeks.
Table 3.1. Experimental conditions for soap-free emulsion
polymerization° in the preparation of mono-thermosensitive
microspheres.
sample nPA (g) styrene (g) R11,1 o0c (nm) R1,40 (nrn) a
PnPA5S95 0.113 1.976 102.9 101.7 0.954
PnPA25S75 0.565 1.560 335.8 223.7 0.298
PnPA5OS5O 1.130 1.040 344.5 175.9 0.132
PnPA75S25 1.695 0.520 505.8 252.7 0.120
PnPA9OSYO 2.034 0.20$ 482.5 244.0 0.119
PnPA 2.260 0 530.8 260.4 0.094
0672 g ofBA and 0.12 g ofKPS were used in the preparation ofali samples.
3.3.3. Preparation of core-sheli microspheres
The thermosensitive sheli layer was added using the above-prepared cores by a
seed polymerization. The P(nPA-co-S) seed particles were polyrnerized for 4 h as
described in the preparation ofthe P(nPA-co-S) cores and another aqueous solution (15
mL) containing 10 mmol of monomer (DEA, NIPAM, or NIPMAM) and KPS (0.06 g)
4$
was added to the mixture in order to initiate the formation of the second sheli. The
polymerization was allowed to continue for 24 h under vigorous stilTing (350 rpm).
Polymerization may take place from the radicals stili living on the seed particles.15 The
resulting sheli layer are expected to contain rnainly linear chains, since no cross-linker
was added in the second step. The microspheres werc purified by centrifugation and
dialysis for 2 weeks to remove any linear chains that may be present.
3.3.4. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
To prepare an unstained specimen for TEM, the samples were diluted with
deionized water. A drop of the sample was placed on a carbon-coated copper grid for 2
min. The excess solution was blotted with filter paper. After diying the grid samples in
air, TEM images were taken with a Gatan Bioscan camera (model 792) set in the TEM
instrument (Japan, JEOL JEM-2000FX) at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.
3.3.5. Optical Transmittance
A Varian Cary (1 Bio) UV-visible spectrophotorneter was used for transmittance
measurernents on samples of ca. 0.05 wt% at a heating rate of 1 °C/rnin. The cloud point
was measured by monitoring the optical transmittance of a 500-nm light beam through a
1-cm sample cell referenced against distilled water at different temperatures.
3.3.6. Dynamic light scattering
Particle sizes were measured by DLS on a Brookhaven BI-200SM light scattering
instrument set up with a Science/Electronics temperature controller (+ 0. 1 °C) and a
532-nm green JDS laser. The samples were allowed to equilibrate for 20 min at each
temperature. Scattering light was detected at 90° with an integration tirne of 2 min and
computed with a digital BI-9000AT correlator. In a DIS experiment the scattering light
intensity autocolTelation function gi(t) is measured, wbich is related to the fleld
autocolTelation function gE(t) by the Siegert relation24’25
g1(t)1+g2(t) (1)
For the case ofpurely translational motion,
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g(t) = e4/T I = q2D (2)
where r is the relaxation time, q the scattering vector and D the diffusion coefficient.
From D, a hydrodynamic diameter Rh is calculated using the Stokes-Einstein relation
D
kT (3)
32r1?Rh
which holds for noninteracting spheres. T denotes the temperature and i the viscosity of
the solvent. In the case of polydisperse systems a relaxation time distribution G(ln r)
must be used
nr
g (t)
=
G(In r)etd In r (4)
which is obtained from gE(t) by CONTIN analysis.
3.4. Resuits and discussion
3.4.1. P(nPA-co-S) microsphere cores
Microspheres of P(nPA-co-S) with different styrene contents (Table 3.1) were
synthesized by soap-free ernulsion polymerization. TEM images of PnPA25S75
microspheres (Figure 3.1A) show a gray spherical ring around a dark core containing
mainly polystyrene (PS). f igure 3.2A presents the optical transmittance data obtained
for the P(nPA-co-S) cores with various styrene contents. It is particularly interesting to
observe that the VPTT remains more or less constant, regardless of the change in the
styrene content in the crosslinked microspheres. This is veiy different from the
behaviors of the linear random copolymers of N-substituted acrylamides with styrene,28
which showed a systematic decrease in their LCSTs with increasing styrene content. To
verify this difference, we have prepared a linear copolyrner of nPA containing 6.6 rnol%
styrene in methanol. A LCST at 6.7 oc was detected in water, sirnilar to the previously
published results.28 This, together with the similar VPTT of pure PnPA, seems to
indicate that the chemical composition of the thenriosensitive outer layer of the spheres
is pure PnPA.
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Figure 3.1. Transmission electron micrographs of (A) PnPA25S75
microspheres and (B) PnPA25S75-NIPAM core-sheil microspheres. The
numbers indicate the relative molar ratio ofthe comonomers.
Most of the styrene monomers were polymerized in the inner core of the
microspheres. This is similar to the soap-free copolymerization of acrylamide with
styrene in water studied by Kawaguchi and co-workers, who proposed a stepwise
formation of the spheres.29 The water-soluble initiator KPS first initiates the
polymerization of water-soluble nPA. At this stage, styrene may be copolymerized but
in smaller amounts despite its higher reactivity,3° due to its higher hydrophobicity. The
PnPA chains formed then act as polymeric stabilizers for the polymerization of the
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styrene-rich cores, thus forming core-sheil particles with PS cores and PnPA sheils.
Similarly, the small angle neutron scattering (SANS) study of the microspheres of
PNIPAM-co-PS prepared by soap-free polymerization by Hellweg et al.19 also indicated
the formation of core-sheli particles. Radical copolymerization of N-substituted
aciylamides and styrene in organic solvent showed that the styrene content lowered the
LCST remarkably due to its hydrophobicity,3° while a hydrophilic comonomer such as
acrylic acid shifted the LCST toward a higher temperature.3’ The resuits obtained with
the present microspheres (Table 3.1) indicate that the chemical composition ofthe outer
layer of the P(nPA-co-S) core is more or less constant (with a slightly lower VPTT than
PnPA due to the presence ofthe styrene core), whereas the inner core, rich in styrene, is
not thermosensitive. While the VPTTs ofthe microspheres are sirnilar, Figure 3.2A also
shows the evident difference in light transmittance of the microspheres at higher
temperatures, which depends on the nPA content. Microspheres rich in styrene (such as
PnPA5S95) are mainly non-thermosensitive, and thus their colloidal solutions did not
show important temperature changes in their optical transmittance.
Figure 3.3A presents the size distribution of microspheres PnPA25S75, as
measured by DLS. This typical example ofthe size distribution (halfwidth of 40 nrn) of
the microsphere cores shows the low polydispersity of the particles synthesized, which
is also confirmed by TEM. The temperature dependence of the hydrodynamic diameter
is shown in Figure 3.4A, and important resuits are gathered in Table 3.1. It is clear that
the hydrodynarnic diameters decreased with increasing styrene content below VPTT of
PnPA (at 10 °C), while above the VPTT of PnPA (at 40 °C), no clear trend is observed,
possibly because of the shrinkage of the PnPA layer. Below the VPTT of PnPA, the
higher the PnPA content, the larger the swollen network, whereas above the VPTT of
PnPA, the effect ofPnPA content on the hydrodynarnic diarneter is less trivial. From the
hydrodynamic diameter, Rh, measured by DLS, the swelling ratio (a, Table 3.1) ofthe
microspheres can be calculated from their volumes in the swollen and shnink states by
the use ofthe following equation:
y R3I32K
a
(R832K
)3 (5)
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Figure 3.2. Optical transmittance of the solution of the microspheres as
a function of temperature: (A) Mono-thermosensitive microspheres of
P(nPA-co-S) with different polystyrene contents. (B) Doubly
thermosensitive core-sheli miscrospheres.
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0Figure 3.3. Size distributions of(A) PnPA25S75 and (B) PnPA25S75-
NTPAM microspheres measured at different temperatures by DLS.
It seems that the values of a decrease with nPA content quickly to a constant vaitte
of ca. 0.12. At PS content of 95 rnol%, no signfficant shrinkage of the microspheres
with increasing temperature was observed. Controlling the PS content allows us to tune
the hardness of the particles without changing their thermosensitive properties. The
TEM, optical transmittance, and DLS resuits ail indicate that P(nPA-co-S) microsphere
cores have a structure with a PS-rich inner core and a PnPA-rich outer layer.
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Figure 3.4. The variation of hydrodynamic diarneters R11 or swelling
ratios (a (Ro/Ri1)3) ofthe microspheres as a function oftemperaturc: (A)
mono-thermosensitive microspheres of P(nPA-co-S) with different PS
contents; (B) doubly thermosensitive core-sheil microspheres; (C)
doubly thermosensitive core-sheil microspheres.
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3.4.2. DouNy thermosensitive core-sheli microspheres
The second thermosensitive layer (PDEA, PNIPAM, and PNIPMAM) was forrned
on the P(nPA-co-S) particles (witb nPA contents of 25 and 50 mol%) by seed
polymerization. PS in the core helps to increase the contrast between the core and the
sheli when observed under TEM, silice PS lias a high electronic density, while poly(N
substituted acrylamide) bas a lower electronic density. TEM images of PnPA25S75-
NIPAM (Figure 3.13) show a clear core-sheli spherical structure, and the particle sizes
are larger than those of the microsphere cores in Figure 3.1 A. The DLS measurements
show that the core-sheil microspheres also bave a naiow size distribution (halfwidth of
70-80 mii, Figure 3.33), even though the size distributions of tbe core-sheli
microspheres are wider than that of the core particles. The hydrodynamic diameters
below and above the VPTT (at 10 and 50 °C, respectively) are both larger than tbose
measured for their respective microsphere cores at sirnilar temperatures. The increase in
average diameter indicates that the shell bas indeed been added to the core. The naiow
size distributions of ail the particles also suggest that the nucleation of new particles
during shell addition is negligible. ShouÏd any linear polymers have been formed during
seed polymerization, they may have entangled with the crosslinked matrix of the
microspheres to forrn the core-sheli structure, or tbey were removed during the
purification process.
Temperature-dependent shrinking behaviors were studied by means of optical
transmittance (Figure 3.23) and DLS (Figure 3.43), indicating quite clearly a two-step
shrinkage upon rising the temperature as depicted in Figure 3.5. The first transition
corresponds to the volume phase transition (VPT) of the therrnosensitive outer layer of
P(nPA-co-S) near 13-15 °C, wbile the second transition is attributed to the VPT of
PDEA, PNIPAM, or PNIPMAM shehis near 28, 32, or 42 °c, respectively, as illustrated
by Figure 3.5. The thicknesses of the sheils on PnPA5OS5O seed particles were
calculated to be 180, 235, and 175 mii for PDEA, PNIPAM, and PNIPMAM
respectively, whereas the tbicknesses of the shehis on PnPA25S75 were estimated to be
275, 350, and 205 iirn for PDEA, PNIPAM, and PNIPMAM shehis, respectively.
Furthennore, Figure 3.43 shows that the deswelling extent of the core-sheli
microspheres at the first VPTT compares wehl with that ofthe parent core particles. For
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clarity of presentation, only the core-sheli particles with a PnPA25S75 core are shown
in Figures 3.23 and 43, while other microspheres with different chemical compositions
behaved similarly. These resuits indicate that core-sheli microspheres can be obtained
via a two-step aqueous seed polymerization. Interpenetrations may occur to some extent
at the interface between seed and sheil, resulting in a graduai decrease of the optical
transmittance and hydrodynamic diameters. Such interpenetrations could be the reason
that the VPTT of PnPA outer layer of the core microspheres was shified to higher
temperatures, which is more remarkable in the case of PnPA25S75-NTPMAM (Figure
3.4B) and PnPA5OS5O-NIPMAM (see Appendix). The extent of interpenetrations is
expected to change depending on the core particles used and the nature of the
thermosensitive monomer sheil.
The swelling ratios of core-shell microspheres were calculated according to eq. 5
and shown in Figure 3.4C. Water expelled from the microspheres upon shrinking resuits
in 8—90 vol% loss, compared to the fully swollen state. The two-step deswelling
process depicted in Figure 3.5 is observed in Figure 3.4C with each step corresponding
to the deswelling properties of the corresponding homopolymers. It shows that the
PNIPAM and PNIPMAM shelis of core-sheli microspheres, which have larger volumes
ofexpelÏed water (> 90 vol%), shrink more efficiently than others.
VPTT 7’ “ VPTT f___
‘S
W)
Figure 3.5. $chematic illustration of the response (change in size) of
doubly thermosensitive core-sheil microspheres to changes (increases) in
temperature.
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3.5. Concluding rernarks
Doubly thermosensitive core—sheti microspheres. which have a core of copolymer
of nPA with styrene and a sheil of N-alkyt (meth)acryÏamide, can be prepared by a one
pot synthetic procedure. TEM images showed the formation of clear layered
moi-phology in both the cores and the core—sheli microspheres, and the stepwise
swelling properties measured by DLS and optical transmittance further suggested the
addition of soft sheils that can respond to temperature changes. The microspheres have
three layets and two VPTTs; the first VPTT remains more or less constant, whiÏe the
second VPTT eau be varied by the choice of polymers in the sheli. The two-step
swelling properties displayed by these microparticles may be useful in applications
such as stepwise drug release and chemical separation.
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4. Biotin-Avidin-Based Bïosensors
4.1. Introduction
Biotin-avidin interaction is widely utilized as a model pair in rnany applications
ranging from purification techniques to modem diagnostics and targeted dnig delivery.
This methodology relies on the extrernely high and specific affinity (Ku 10 ‘ M)
between (strept)avidin and biotin.’9 This, together with biotin’s mole as an essential
component in human biochemistry, bas spulTed the creation of a significant number of
assay methods including microbiological, colorirnetric, enzymatic, radiometric,
electrochemical, and fluorescent approaches.75 The most widely used detection rnethod
was that of Green’s, which is a rapid and facile spectrophotornetric procedure.7’8” The
fluorescence of fluorescein-labeled avidin can be enhanced with the addition of
biotin.’6”7 This effect has been exploited to develop simple assays for avidin and biotin
that are more sensitive and practical than the previous fluorimetric rnethods. 18
Another approach foi- detection, which is more robust but not yet fully exploited,
is the use of the structural and/or morphological changes in hydrogels/microspheres.
Hydrogels/microspheres are soft materials that can be made to respond to external
stimuli (electrical, thermal, optical or mechanical) and/or biological or chemical
interactions.t9’20 These can trigger swelling or deswelling ofthe gel, and the changes in
properties can be used to monitor the change in the environrnent. In this work, a
thermosensitive microsphere will be biotinylated, which is then expected to respond to
the addition of (strept)avidin in contact with the microsphere. Another approach for
avidin detection is the use ofPCCA. Functionalized PCCAs have been used as chernical
and biological sensors, which are often called intelligent PCCA. Asher and co-workers
have investigated extensively the intelligent PCCA for metal cation, glucose, creatinine
in bodily fluids, and organophosphate sensing applications.2 127 However, the intelligent
PCCAs used previously were based on charged PS particles, which were hard and not
compatible with the biological environment. Polyrner hydrogels based on N-substituted
acrylamides is a family of more hydrophilic polymers for biosensing applications.28
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Biotin can be attached onto the matrix of the PCCA films. It is predicted that the light
diffraction behaviors of the PCCA films can be changed by the addition of
(strept)avidin.
4.2. Experimental section
4.2.1. Materials
Ail chemicals were purchased from Aldrich. DEA2931 and NAS32’33 were
synthesized using modified procedures described in the literature. Water for ail
purposes was ion-exchanged to a resistance of 18.2 M2.crn (Miiii-Q). N,N’
Methylenebisaciylamide (BA) was recrystallized from methanol. Biotin (Aldrich),
biotin hydrazide (Aldrich), avidin (Aldrich) and fluorecein labeled avidin (Vector Lab)
were used as received.
Synthesis of DEA. N,N-Diethylacrylarnide (DEA, Figure 4.1) was prepared from
diethylamine and acryloyl chloride in dichloromethane. Acryloyl chloride (50 g, 0.54
mol) was slowly added in a dropwise manner into a solution of diethylamine (140 ml,
1 .35 moi) in CH2C17 (400 mi) at O °C for 3 h. The solution was then stirred at room
temperature ovemight. The saIt formed during the reaction was removed by filtration
and washed thoroughly by CH2C12. After the removal of the solvent, the cnide product
was distiiied under reduced pressure to yield colorless ou ($4 % yields). ‘H- NMR
(CDCI3, ppm): = 6.45 (tri, 1H, trans-H in =CH2), 6.23 (d, 1H, cis-H in =CH2), 5.54 (ni,
1H, =CH-), 3.30 (tetra, 4H, 2CH2), 1.06 (tri, 6H, 2CH3).
2 HN +
+ C1H2N
Figure 4.1. Synthesis ofDEA.
Synthesis of NAS. N-Acryloxysuccinimide (NAS, Figure 4.2) was prepared
according to literature procedure. Acryloyl chloride (8.5 ml, 1.2 eq.) was added
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dropwise to a solution of N-hydroxysuccinimide (10 g, 86.9 rnmol) and (CH3CH2)3N
(14.6 ml, 1.2 eq.) in CHCY3 (150 ml) over 30 min at O OC and stirred for another 30 min.
The solution was washed successively with iced water and brine, and dried by
anhydrous Na2SO4. Hydroquinon was added to the filtrate as a polymerization inhibitor
and the solution was concentrated to a volume of 3 0-40 ml by a rotaiy evaporator. Ethyl
acetate (10 ml) and hexane (80 ml) were added slowly with stirring. The solution was
then kept in the refrigerator ovemight. The crystals were filtered, washed successively 5
times with 200 ml ofhexane/ethyl acetate (9 1) and 50 ml ofhexane, and then dried to
give a white solid in 84 % yield (12.3 g). ‘H- NMR (CD3OD, ppm): 6.75 (U, 1H,
trans-H in =CH2), 6.35 (t, 1H, cis-H in =CH7), 6.20 (d, 1H, CH), 2.89 (s, 4H, 2CR2).
+ (CI-hCH2)
+ HCI
CHCI3
figure 4.2. Synthesis ofNAS.
Emiilsion polymerization. In a typical procedure, the thermosensitive microspheres
were prepared by traditional emulsion polymerization in 2 L tri-neck flask equipped
with a mechanical stiner (625 rpm). The monomers (71.3 rnrnol DEA, 7.9 mrnol NAS),
BA (1.2 mmol) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 2.2 rnmol) were added to 1 L of
stilTed milli-Q water followed by nitrogen purging for 30 minutes at reaction
temperature (70 °C). Polymerization was initiated by adding a solution of potassium
persulfate (KPS, 1.8 mmol in 15 ml ofMilli-Q water) to the rigorously stirred mixture.
The reaction was stopped after 4 h and allowed to cool down to room temperature
before filtration ofthe resulting milky suspension through a 2.0 jtm Millipore IsoporeTM
membrane filter (Sigma), and followed by centrifugation and dialysis for 14 days in a
cellulose sack (Sigma, MW> 12,000) to purify the particles.
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Figure 4.3. Biotinylation ofmicrospheres (90 rnol% DEA and 10 rnol%
NAS).
BiotinyÏation of micmspheres.3437Biotin hydrazide (20 mg, 0.077 mmol) was
dissolved in 2 g (7.5 wt%) latex solution (90 mol% DEA and 10 mol% NAS) containing
K7HPO4 buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.5). The reaction was carried out at room temperature for
24 h, followed by addition ofethanolamine (20 mg, 0.33 mmol) for 5 h to react with the
excess of activated ester groups (f igure 4.3). The biotinylated microspheres were
purified by dialysis for 14 days in a cellulose sack (Sigma, MW> 12,000).
J
oç
H NH
H2NHNH
o
K2HPO4, pH 7.5
2
3
H2N
‘:‘ I K2HPO4, pH 7.5
OH
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Preparation ofbiotinylated PCCA. CCAs were generated via a simple temperature
cycling process (between 10 and 45 °C) of a solution of the thermosensitive
microsphere (LCST around 20 °C) at the desired concentration. In a typical procedure, 2
g of a CCA latex, 100 mg of monomer (AAm), NAS (20 mg, 0.12 mmoÏ) and 10 mg
BA (cross-linker), and 50 tl diethoxyacetophenone (DEAP, Aldrich-Sigma, 10 vol% in
DMSO) were placed in a chamber gasket (0.5 mm thickness, Molecular Probe) covered
with a quartz siide at 5 °C, and subsequently illuminated with UV light (365 nm) for 10
h. The resulting films were washed with Mili-Q water for 7 days to remove chemical
residues and swollen to their equilibrium state. By the reaction of biotin hydrazide (31
mg, 0.12 mmol) with succinimidyl ester groups in the matrix for 4$ h in milli-Q water
at room temperature, biotin was attached onto the matrix networks as illustrated in
Figure 4.4.
Acramide,NAS, SA
o
NH
HN H
H,N H
Avidin
Figure 4.4. Preparation of avidin sensing PCA.
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4.2.2. Fluorescence measurements
Fluorescence spectra were rneasured on an FLS-900 (Edinburgh Instruments, UK)
spectrofluorimeter. Fresh sample solutions were used in the fluorescence measurements.
Stock solutions of biotin and biotinylated microspheres were prepared in Milli-Q water,
and dilutions were made from this stock solution to get desired concentrations in
sodium phosphate buffer solution (0.1 M, pH 7.5) containing 1 ml/L triton X-100
detergent. Stock solutions of fluorescein-labeled avidin (FLA) were prepared in
methanol, and 500 d aliquots of this stock solution were added to 5 ml of solutions to
get a desired concentration (500 ig/L) for all the fluorescence measurernents. The
fluorescence spectra were excited at 495 nm with 5 nm sut and emitted at 520 nm with
5 nm slit. Ail the fluorescence spectra were recorded at room temperature.
To study competitive binding, FLA (500 ig/L) was added to a solution of biotin
(8.4 x i08 M) or biotinylated microspheres (3.5 mg/L), and fluorescence spectra of
fluorescein were recorded as a function of (strept)avidin concentrations in sodium
phosphate buffer solution (0.1 M, pH 7.5) containing 1 rnl/L triton X-100 detergent.
4.2.3. Visible light diffraction
Diffraction measurements were taken on a horne-assembled spectrophotorneter
(Gamble Technologies USB2000, figure 4.5) with wavelength coverage between 350-
1000 nm, equipped with a tungsten halogen light source and a R200-7 VIS/NIR
reflection probe (Ocean Optics). The prepared PCCA films were ftagmented in order to
have homogeneous samples in a UV cuvette. Temperature was controlled by using a
circulating water bath. Temperature was measured by means of a thermocouple
imrnersed in the solution (+ 0. 1 °C).
PCCAs diffract light and closely follow the Bragg diffraction law:
,n%2ndsinO (I)
where ni is the order of diffraction, , is the wavelength of incident light, n is the
refractive index of the suspension, d is the interplanar spacing, and 9 is the glancing
angle between the incident light and the diffracting crystal planes, oriented parallel to
the crystal surface. Polychromatic light meeting the Bragg condition will be dispersed
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with the longest wavelength meeting the Bragg condition difftacted at 900. for back
scattering sinû 1, a red beam (the longest wavelength) was obtained (Figure 4.6). As
sinO decreases, the diffraction shifis to shorter wavelengths. By fixing the angle
between the incident beam and the detector, the diffraction light shifis were monitored,
when the PCCA shrinks or swells in response to environmental changes and stimulus
responses.
Figure 4.6. Light diffraction from PCCA (copied and modified from
original in ref. 3$).
Light source Detcctor
Figure 4.5. Home-assembled UV-visible light diffraction instrument.
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4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Biotinylation
Biotinylations of amines, thiols, aldehydes and carboxyl groups were widely used
in the modifications of DNA, proteins, antibody and ceil. N-Hydroxysuccinimide esters
of biotins (NHS-biotin) are active esters that are extensiveÏy used in the modification of
amino groups of proteins and ceils, and in affinity chromatography. However, NHS—
biotin is not a good candidate for the reasons of solubility in water and cost. Therefore,
10 mol% of NAS was used as a co-monomer in emulsion polymerization in order to
introduce succinimidyl ester groups onto microspheres. Biotin was attached onto
microsphere through the reaction of the succinimidyl ester groups of NAS and biotin
hydrazide (Figure 4•3),4 followed by an elimination of the remaining succinimidyl
ester group on the microspheres by reacting with ethanolamine.
The starting microspheres (1), intermediate microspheres (2) and the final
biotinylated microspheres (3) were analyzed by fTIR spectra with KBr film (Figure
4.7). The FTIR spectra clearly showed tbree strong absorption bauds at 1810, 1782 and
1743 cnï1, which were characteristic of the NAS group. Upon reaction with biotin
hydrazide, these infrared bands became smaller, whereas a new shoulder hand appeared
at 3314 cm’, characteristic of the newly formed amide bond in microspheres 2 and 3
(sec figure 4.3 and Figure 4.7). Upon treatment with ethanolamine for 5 h, the three
strong absorption bands ofNAS group disappeared.
According to the literature, NAS reacts with amine to give N-oxysuccinimidyl
anion (figctre 4.8), which bas strong absorption at wavelength of 260 nm witb
absorbance 9700 Mcm’.5 The absorption bas a relative good linear relationship with
NAS concentrations (figure 4.9) in mixture solvent of methanol and water (MeOR
l12O 1 9) in the presence of isopropylamine (0. 1 M). PrincipaÏly, the amount of
biotin attached on microspheres could be quantitatively estimated by measuring the
amount of NAS on microspheres I (b = 0.341 mmol/g) and 2 (c = 0.175 mmol/g). The
amounts ofNAS on microspheres (1 and 2) could be calculated from the calibration plot
(Figure 4.9) of NAS measured under the same conditions. Therefore, the amount of
biotin attached on the microspheres, a b — e = 0. 166 mmol/g, was obtained to be
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0. 166 mmol per gram dry microspheres indirectly by the amount of NAS losing upon
reaction with biotin hydrazide by comparing the amounts ofNAS of I with 2.
Wavenumber (cm1)
Figure 4.7. fTIR spectra ofmicrospheres 1, 2 and 3.
o
o
R_oNÇ,JJ + H2N—R
o
o
________
II H
R—C—N—R +
o
‘-max = 260 nm
E = 9700 M’cm
Figure 4.8. Quantification principle ofNAS by UV.
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Figure 4.9. Calibration plot of NAS. From the calibration plot, the
amounts of NAS group on microspheres 1 and 2 were measured and
calculated to be 0.341 and 0.175 mmol per gram of dry microspheres,
and thus the amount of biotin on the microsphere 3 can be measured and
calculated to be 0. 166 mmol per gram of dry microspheres.
4.3.2. Fluorescence measurements
Fluorescence spectra of fluorescein-labeled avidin were recorded at different
concentrations of 3 (Figure 4.1OA), and it showed that the fluorescence intensity was
enhanced with an increase in the concentration of 3 in addition to a red shift of the
spectra. The similar phenomena observed in our case have been observed previously in
the case of free biotin. 1617 was explained that the microenvironment of fluorescein on
avidin was changed becacise of biotin binding, resulting in a fluorescence enhancement.
It also showed that the fluorescence of fluorescein-labeled avidin was enhanced in the
presence of biotin to a plateau rapidly. Since there is significant change in the structure
of avidin when biotin is bound,’ the relatively large change in fluorescence of
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fluorescein-labeled avidin was unexpected. However, biotin binding to dansyl avidin
was found to lead to a 40 % reduction in emission intensity, which, together with
fluorescence polarization evidence, suggested local dispiacement of dansyl groups into
a more aqueous environment where they had greater rotational freedom and less
interaction with the protein structure. Such effects would be consistent with a biotin
induced increase in fluorescence of fluorescein groups attached to sirnilar sites on
avidin. Fluorescence intensities were plotted as a function of concentrations of free
biotin, biotin attached on 3 and unbiotinylated microsphere (PDEA) in Figure 4. lOB.
One can notice that the fluorescence enhancement of fluorescein—Iabelled avidin in the
case of biotinylated microspheres is smaller than that in the case of free biotin. This
phenomenon suggests that the binding afflnity between avidin and the biotin attached
on the polymer microspheres is smaller than that between avidin and free biotin (1 0
M’). Steric hindrance may be one cause and the swelling of the polymer networks
could reduce the affinity between avidin and biotin as well. However, the binding
constant cannot be estimated by nonlinear fitting analysis because the binding
stoichiometric ratio is difficuit to determine (1: 1 , 1:2, 1:3, or 1:4). Finally, one should
point out that the presence of ctnbiotinylated microspheres (PDEA) cannot change the
fluorescence intensity of fluorescein-Iabeled avidin.
The early workon avidin showed that the combination with biotin was very firm
(K = 10’ M’), wbich was treated as an ilTeversible binding for a long time. However,
the dissociation constant by equilibrium dialysis with radioactive biotin gave an upper
limit of 1 O’° M. In later work, the dissociation constant was calculated from the ratio of
the rate constants for the forward and reverse reactions, which was obtained from
titerature and presented in Table 4.1 at different pH values.8’39’40 It suggested that the
bound biotins could dissociate and exchange with the free one in the solution even it bas
such a higb binding affinity for avidin. The high affinity of avidin for biotin, although
ideal for specific labeling, is a disadvantage for affinity purifications of biotinyl
enzymes, where it is not possible to substitute an iminobiotinyl residue. The binding
afflnity was reported to be weakened by selective oxidation of tryptophans of avidin,
wbich was involved in the binding, with periodate and nitration (Kd 10 M). 1,41
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Figure 4.10. (A) Fluorescence spectra of fluorescein-Iabelled avidin
(500 ig/L) in the presence of different concentrations of biotinylated
microspheres (3); (3) plots of fluorescence intensity as a function of
concentration of free biotin (.), biotin attached on 3 (.) and
unbiotinylated microspheres made of PDEA (À).
our case, the binding affinity of avidin for biotin is predicted to be reduced by steric
hindrance and the swelling of the polymer networks.
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In order to further confirm the prediction, fluorescence studies of competition
between fiuorescein-Ïabelled avidin and avidin (or streptavidin) for biotin attached on
microspheres were carried out and presented in figure 4. 11. It shows that the
fluorescence relative intensity decreases with the increase in concentrations of avidin
(or streptavidin) as a resuit of the competition of avidin (or streptavidin) with
fluorescein-labelled avidin. It suggests that the binding affinities of (strept)avidin and
biotin attached on the particles are weakened. Furthermore, one can note that the
fluorescence intensity decreases for high concentrations of streptavidin compared with
similar concentrations of avidin. The reason is that the disassociation constant of
streptavidin-biotin (Kd 4 x 1014 M) is larger than that ofavidin-biotin (Kd 6 X 1016
M).
58x10°-
.—
.
56x106-
>
U)
C 654x10 -
C
Q)
52x106-
50x106
66 10
C (mg/L)(strept)avidn
Figure 4.11. fluorescence intensity of fluorescein-labeled avidin (500
tg/L) as a function of concentration of avidin (.), streptavidin (.) in the
presence of biotinylated microspheres (47 nM of biotin on the
m icrospheres).
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Table 4.1. Dissociation rates (k) ofavidin-biotin complexes’ (copied and
modified from original in ref. 8).
pH
k and t112
1.7 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.2 10.5
Av j din
k(lO7sj -- 200 9 0.9 0.4 -- --
t112 (days)” -- 0.4 9 90 200 -- --
Streptavidin
k(lO7sj 35 -- 19 8.7 2$ 64 100
t1i2 (days)h 2.3 -- 4.2 9.2 2.9 1.25 0.8
aFxchange rates for streptavidin were measured at 25 °C using [‘4C]biotin
that had been purified by HPLC.39 The exchange followed a simple first
order course apart from the first 10 % which, as with avidin, exchanged
more rapidly. The methods and the resuits for avidin are taken from ref. 40.
h
1 ‘2 is halftime ofthe dissociation between (strept)avidin and biotin.
4.3.3. Biotinylated PCCA
NAS was cised as comonomers in the preparation of the matrix by
photopolymerization to immobilize CCA (18.9 wt%) to make PCCA films, and
fbllowed by the reaction of biotin hydrazide with succinimidyl ester groups in the
matrix, biotin were attached onto the matrix networks as illustrated in Figure 4.4. The
light diffraction wavelengths in the absence and presence of avidin were recorded at 25
°C and plotted as a function of avidin concentration in figure 4.12. It showed that the
diffraction wavelength decreased with the increase in avidin concentration. It is
interpreted that avidin acts as a cross-linker by binding with biotin molecules, and thus
reducing the distance of the crystalline planes. However, the change of the diffraction
wavelength (A1. 25 nm) is too small to be a sensing material by virtcte of the particle
particle contacts and repulsion.
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Figure 4.12. The diffraction wavelength of biotinylated PCCA as a
function of avidin concentration.
4.4. Conclusions
Biotins were bonded chemicaÏly on lightly crossllnked, thermosensitive particles
by reaction of biotin hydrazide with succinirnidyl ester groups. Fluorescence studies of
the binding interaction of fluorescein-labeled avidin and biotinylated microspheres
showed that the binding affinity was weakened by the steric hindrance and the swelling
of the polymer networks in comparison with the interaction of avidin with free biotin
molecules. These phenomena indicate that the biotinylated microspheres can reversibly
associate and disassociate with (strept)avidin. However, the size and degree of
crossliuking of the biotinylated microspheres were not proper for use as a biosensor,
because the DLS measurements showed (not shown) that the particle size does not vary
with added avidin. To select appropriate microspheres for biosensing applications,
different particle sizes, degrees of crosslinking and degrees of boitinylation of the
microspheres should be tested.
6 5 10
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For biotinylated PCCA, the change of the light diffraction wavelength upon the
addition of avidin was too small to provide adequate sensing of the protein. In addition,
the change in the wavelength of the diffracted light with temperature was much more
significant than the response upon the addition of the protein. It is difficult to separate
the contributions of the two stimuli causing in the sarne property (light diffraction
wavelength, )c) of the system. A material that can manifest different changes in physical
properties would be desirable. The diffraction intensity, rather than the wavelength, of
the PCCA made of charged microspheres in nonthermosensitive matrices were reported
to be enhanced by heating. The PCCA of charged thermosensitive microspheres
(charged PNIPAM,21 PDEA and PEA) in nonthermosensitive matrices (PAArn and
PDMA), with no change in the diffraction wavelength with varying temperature, may
be useful for such applications.
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5. Conclusions
5.1. Preparation of microspheres
Them-iosensitive microspheres were synthesized by emuision polymerization. The
particie size can be controlled by varying the concentration of surfactant (SDS) and
monomers. By controiling the size, microspheres with various sweliing ratios can be
prepared to meet the needs of various applications such as controlled dnig delivery,
chemical separation, chemical and biologicai sensing, catalysis, enzyme and ccli
immobilization, and color-tunabie ciystals.
Doubiy thermosensitive core-sheli microspheres, which have a core of copolymer
of nPA with styrene and sheils of thermosensitive poiy(N-alkyl (rneth)aciylarnide, can
be synthesized in a one-pot soap-fiee emuision polymerization. TEM images showed
clear core-sheil morphology in both cases of the core and the core-sheli microspheres.
This has been confirmed by the stepwise sweÏling properties. These microspheres
having three layers and two LCSTs may prove to be useful in applications of stepwise
drug release and chemicai separation.
5.2. CCA formation by microspheres
The soft microspheres with no surface charges can be packed into an ordered CCA
as a resuit of particie-particle interactions, which is different from formation mechanism
of PCCA made of charged microspheres. The ordered packing of CCA causes the
diffraction of light of a certain waveiength depending on the interparticie distance,
which may be utilized for sensing applications.
5.3. Polymerized CCAs and their cliaracteristics
CCA can be successfully embedded/irnrnobilized in crosslinked
nonthermosensitive (PAAm and PDMA) and thermosensitive (PDEA and PNIPAM)
matrices by the photopolymerization of a solution of monomers with CCAs. The
interpenetration of the thermosensitive microspheres and the nonthermosensitive
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matrices can cause volume changes of the nonthermosensitive matrices of the films
upon a change in temperature, which can be theoretically described by Flory’s gel
theories. The PCCA films can respond to changes in ionic strength and pH, which
demonstrates the feasibility of PCCA-based chemical sensors and may help in the
design of usefiul biological sensing devices. The modification of the PCCA films via
post-functionalization should enable the detection of a wide range of analytes by simple
colorimetric tests. Therefore, these soft hydrogel-based composites appear to be good
candidates for biosensing applications and offer the advantage of easy optical detection.
Moreover, the presence of free hydroxyl functions in the microspheres would allow
post-functionalization with a wide range of reagents and biological agents that would
enable the recognition of molecules, proteins and DNA strands.
5.4. Biotinylation and sensing technology
Biotin has been incorporated into the microgel particles. fluorescence
measurements suggested that the biotinylated microspheres can reversibly bind and
release (strept)avidin, which made the microspheres reusable. However, the response of
particle size was not adequate for biosensing applications. Thus, further studies may
focus on the effects of particle size, degree of crosslinking and degree of biotinylation
of the microspheres. Hopeftilly, the microspheres with optimized properties can respond
upon the addition of (strept)avidin (Figure 5.1).
Streptavid in
Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of (strept)avidin responsive
microspheres.
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PCCA films of uncharged microspheres were also biotinylated and studied. The
change of diffraction wavelength upon the addition of (strept)avidin has been studied.
The PCCA films of thermosensitive uncharged microspheres are flot ideal for bio
sensing applications because of the small change in the diffraction wavelength. The
reason is that the microspheres are compressed too much in the PCCA films, which
makes any change in the interparticle distance difficuit. More space between the
microspheres in PCCAs would be needed for sensing applications. Srnaller particles and
PCCAs of charged thermosensitive microspheres, which formed CCA in solution by
electronic repulsion, might be suitably bio-functionalized for bio-sensing applications.
Even though significant advances have been made in polymer-biomolecule
conjugation and biosensing, many challenges stili rernain for the development of
versatile polymeric biosensors. This is an initiating study ofbio-sensing materials based
on thermosensitive microspheres. Our study offers a better understanding of the soft
polymeric microspheres. The use of these thermosensitive polyrners for the
development of functional polymer materials should be further explored.
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APPENDICES
A. Appendix of Chapter 2
The eq. 7 in chapter 2 can be expressed as the following:
(1 () ln(1 - ) + -1)
_±Lh0_ 4J it, — 0.34 (Ai)
T 1?
-
(A)3)(AO)](
- 5) -
)2
where is 1.8 x o m3/mol and is 4.784 x o4 J2/m32 as described on page
1 V
37, A is an independent variable, ___! is the dependent variable, and A, A,,,
TR
ai-e parameters that were left free to vary during the curve fitting procedure. The
fttings were performed by the tise of OriginPro 7.5 uritil reasonable correlation
coefficients (J?2) and errors of the fitting parameters were obtained. The data are shown
with the fitted curves in Figure Al. The fitting rescttts are shown as A —T curves in
Figure 2.6B on page 36. The differentiation curves of the data in Figures 2.6B and 2.7B
ai-e showa in Figures A2 and A3 to show the transition temperatures more clearly.
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Figure A2. The differentiating curves of data in figure 2.6(3) for
PCCAs 1 (Solid), 2 (Dash), and 3 (Dot).
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B. Appendix of Chapter 3
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Figure A4. Optical transmittance (A), hydrodynamic diarneter R1- (B)
and swelling ratio (C, a (R0/R11)3) of doubly thenTiosensitive core-sheil
miscrospheres (PnPA5 0S5 O derivatives) as a function of temperature.
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C. Appendix of Chapter 4
‘H NMR spectrum ofDEA
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